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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON 802 OPA Telephone: 20855(0703)

Prices
Foot Casting 8p
Rider Casting 9p
Horse Casting lip
Gun Casting £40.45
Personality £10.21

1975
CATALOGUE
INLAND 55p
OVERSEAS 65p

Postage & Packing
Up to first £1 lOp

Each £1 thereafter 5p

Up to £10 ie 55p
Over £10 Free

DOES YOUR LOCAL

HOBBIES SHOP STOCK

IT PAYS TO USE

MINIFIGS©
(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

HAVE YOU ASKED

THEM IF THEY WILL?

In March we advertised availability of redesigned French
Light Cavalry and now take pleasure in announcing
availability oiF the French Heavy and Guard Cavalry

Suggested horse reference numbers are shown at the right of the figure

F.N.C. 3 Cuirassier
F.N.C.23 Cuirassier Officer
F.N.C.43 Cuirassier Trumpeter
F.N.C.58 Cuirassier Standard

F.N.C. 7 Line Dragoon
F.N.C.27 Line Dragoon Officer
F.N.C.47 Line Dragoon Trumpeter
F.N.C.61 Line Dragoon Standard

F.N.C.14 Carabinier
F:N.C.34 Carabinier Officer
F.N.C.54 Carabinier Trumpeter
F.N.C.65 Carabinier Standard

F.N.C. 2 Horse Grenadier (Guard)
F.N.C.22 Horse Grenadier (Guard)

Officer

F.N.C.42 Horse Grenadier (Guard)
Trumpeter

F.N.C.57 Horse Grenadier (Guard)
Standard N.11

F.N.C. 8 Polish Guard Lancer N.15
F.N.C.17 Polish Lancer (Lance Slung) N.15
F.N.C.18 Polish Lancer (Charging

Position) N.15
F.N.C.28 Polish Guard Lancer Officer N.16
F.N.C.48 Polish Guard Lancer Trumpeter

N.15
F.N.C.62 Polish/Dutch Guard Lancer

Standard N.16

F.N.C.11 Dutch Guard Lancer N.15
F.N.C.31 Dutch Guard Lancer Officer N.16
F.N.C.51 Dutch Guard Lancer Trumpeter

N.15
F.N.C.62 Polish/Dutch Guard Lancer

Standard N.16

THE BEST NAME IN WARCAME FIGURES

EXPERTLY MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE AND SOLD OVERSEAS BY

MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED INC.

BOX P, PINE PLAINS. N.Y. 12567
MINIATURE FIGURINES (Australasia)

438 MILITARY ROAD, MOSMAN 4088

U.S. OATALOOUE $2M AUSTRALIAN OATALOGUE $1.00



YOUR INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

m

UNIMAT UNIVERSAL

MINIATURES
Unimat Universal Workshop

£98.00
Extra equipnrtenc;
Drill chuck i" £3.85

Machine Vice I3" width of
laws £7.70

1 Centre drill, 1 countersink,
2 grinding wheels, 2 gravers

£11.66

Tool bit case containing 6
assorted turning tools £8.50
Milling table with 2 clamp£6.00

Flexible shaft £16.00

Thread cutting attachment
£15.50

Woodworking conversion set
£7.40

Set of 8 assorted milling and
drilling tools £5.75

WAR GAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now

in third edition 90p
1750-1850 for use with 20. 25 and
30mm figures, easily adapted for
I2j and 15mm figures 60p

1925-1975 Infantry action. Based
on the Infantry scale for 54mm
figures each 60p

1925-1950 Armour; Infantry. Has
provisions for all aspects of
tactical land action. For '20'
figures and models 90p

Reference books
Armies of the Macedonian & Punic
Wars. Covers period 350-150
BC £i.30

Armies & Enemies of ln^perial
Rome I50BC-AD600 £1.75

GROWING
MONEY

.  CARDS

Our "growing money" cards
arc a super way to save for
the more exoensive models,
Ei.'thday and Christmas

YOU SAVE so very, very
rapidly with B.M.W. Details
gladly on request.

CARS & TRUCKS

KING WHITE

FIGURES
German Figures

1  Infantryman, rifle slung
2 Officer, peaked cap walking out dress
3 Afrika Korps Infantryman, advancing,

shorts
4 Paratrooper, kneeling with small arms
5 NCO Paratrooper, kneeling auto

weapon

6 Infantry Officer pointing
7 Officer forage cap, pointing
8 Afrika Korps Infantryman advancing
9 N.C.O. at ease
10 Afrika Korps Infantryman arm raised
I I Afrika Korps Infantryman dispatch

case

12 Paratrooper at ease
13 Paratrooper throwing grenade
20 Paratrooper grenade stance

British Figures

15 Infantryman aiming bren
16 Infantryman sten gun kneeling
17 Lieutenant small arms
16 Infantryman sten gun standin.i
19 Infantryman grenade stance

46p each
Further British and U.S. figures
available shortly.

PRICES STATED in this
advertisement are as

accurate as possible as
we write same. but. prices
are rising so fast, we can
only supply from present
stock. New stock must,
regretfully, be at prices
current on delivery to us.

LIQU-A-PLATE
- NOW IN FIVE COLOURS!

1. Aluminium place

2. Dark Anodic Grey for steel)
to simulate dark anodised panels
as en Boeing 247D airliner or
steel parts of any model.

,  3, Titanium. Matched to real
panels of flying aircraft. For
Models of F-lOO Super
Sabre, F-4E Phantom 1 1, etc.
rear section.

4. Jet exhaust. Matched to real
flying aircraft, a very dirty
dark brown-brown-grey
colour for jet aircraft

5. Bronze, Matched to the
shade of a new Bristol radial
engine nose exhaust collection
ring, such as on Beaufighcer

For use with spray guns. Badger,
etc. They may be left dull or
polished to the degree of lustre
required. They are intermixable
and in i.trs After spraying and/
or polishing the model can be
sealed with a special sealer.

LIQU-A-PLATE, state colour 70p

SEALER per jar 70p

B.M.W.—ALPHA

'54mm DIORAMAS
A new range of diorama accessories,
each sheet vacuum formed best quality
white polystyrene sheet. 15 thou, each

, sheet approx 12' x 6' and 30p each
j except Sheet AA8 18" x 18' at 50p
AAI Paving stones

AA2 Random cobble stones

AA3 Stone walls

AA4 Rocks and boulders

AA5 Six bases 2' x 2" for 4 figures +
rocks and boulders

AA6 Four bases 4' x 2^' for mounted
figures + tree stumps and fallen
tree

AA7 2 bases for small dioramas

AA9 Regular cobble stones with
central gulley

I AAIO Cobble stones with pavement
and herbs

AAI I Stone brickwork

I AAI2 Windows
AAI3 Doors

AAI4 Modern brick EACH

AAI5 Modern tile

AA8 Country Lane, ideal for Hlstorex
Gun team or I /35 scale armour

SOp each

OTAKI 1/12 scale
Porsche 911 Turbo
L&S 1/16 scale
Morgan Plus 8
A.M.T. 1/25 scale
VVhite Road
Penske Eagle
Penske McLaren

Penske Matador
Benny Parson's Laguna
Johncock Chevelle
Mustang G.T,
TAMIYA
TEXACO Mirlborough
FLH I2C0 Hariey Davidson

1/12 scale
116 scale

NEW ERTL 1/25 CONSTRUCTION KITS
J,D. 4430 Tractor £3.08 I.H. Plough
J.D. Wagon £1.85 J.D, Plough
M.F. 1155 Tractor £3.23 I.H. Paystar
M.F. Wagon £1.85

A.F.V, KITS M , .IF
.  Humm.l

G.M.C. Personnel Carrier eiiiimi
G.M.C, Gasoline Truck ^'-'1."^'
G.M.C, Dump Truck 37p each, Russian I
BANDAI l;lS
German Howitzer SP IV
150mm Hummel £10.65 TAMIY/

I/4S British 25
Long Tom £1.20 8" Quac
T.34 Russian Tank £1.49 British 25
NITTO 1/35 Eun & f
German half track SdKfz 250/3 £1.58 Matilda T
RIKO 1/76 „ . . . ̂
Hanomag SdKfz 250/10 46p British Ci
ITALAEREI 1/35 remote
Opel Blitz £1.62 German t
6 Figures Gross Deutschland 5lp ^
E.S.C.i. 1/72 Wehrmac
PzKpfw I I Ausf. F 5lp Artillery
105mm Wespe 5ip MONO<
Marder I I I 5lp Panzerspa

Hetzer 38

VAT
Please add 8% to all orders
including cost of rostzge and
packing except books

POSTAGE:
Minimum Charge
Up to £1
£l-£2

£2-£3
£3-£4

£4-£IO
£I0-£I5
Over £15

T 5lp
Hummel Sip
FUJIMI 1,76
Russian Tank Destroyer SU 85 56p
Russian Med Tank T34/65 Volga 56p
Jap Medium Tank Chi Ha 97 56p
TAMIYA 1/35
British 25 pdr Gun limber
& Quad £2.64

British 25 pdr antt Tank
gun & figures £1.39

Matilda Tank with R/c £3.24

British Centurion with
remote control, 2 motors £10.11

German M.34 Machine Gunner £1.16
German Panzer Grenadier £1.16
Wehrmacht Squad Leader £1.16
Artillery Officer £1.16
MONOGRAM 1/35
Panzerspahwagen £2.55
Osewindplakpanzer £2.55

NEW BOOKS
Arms and Armour

The Book of Rifles
completely revised £5.95

British Military Uniforms 1786-96 £4.95
The Armour of Imperial Rome £11.95
NEW AIRCAM No S.I9
Luftwaffe Winter 1939-45 schemes £1.50
Ian Allan
Air War Over France Rbt Jackson £3.30
Air War Over $*)ain J.S. Larrazabal £6.50

P.S.L.
Fighting Colours 1937-75 £3.95

GUARDHOUSE FIGURES 54 mm
THE ARMIES OF NAPOLEON

NAP 1 The Emperor Napoleon
NAP 2 Old Guard Officer
NAP 3 Old Guard Grenadier
NAP 4 Guardsman—Horse Chasseurs
NAP 5 Hussar Trooper (Elite Co.)
NAP 6 Light Infantry Officer

THE ARMIES OF WELLINGTON

WEL I The Duke of Wellington
WEL 2 l.ine Infantry Officer
WEL 3 Line Infantry Private
WEL 4 Highland Officer
WEL 5 Highland Private
WEL 6 Light Infantry Officer
WEL 7 Light Infantry Private
WEL 8 Rifle Brigade Officer
WEL 9 Rifle Brigade Private
WEL 10 Scots Greys Private

IN KIT FORM WITH FULL
ASSEMBLY AND PAINTING GUIDE,
EASY TO FOLLOW
KNIGHTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES

KN I The Black Prince
KN 2 The Dauphin of France
KN 3 Nobleman in armour 1400
KN 4 Knight in armour 1400
KN 5 Knight in armour 1415
KN 6 Knight in Transitional armour 1330
KN 7 Knight in Crecy armour 1345
KN 0 Knight in Italian armour 1465
KN 9 Knight in Gothic armour 1480
KN 10 Crusader in surcoat 1200
KN 11 Knight In Helm 1250
KN 12 Knight in Crested Helm 1285
KN 13 French Crossbowman I34C-I440
KN 14 French Foot Soldier 1340-1440
IxN 15 En-lish Foot Soldier I34C-M40

ALL 50p PER KIT

BMW MODELS, 327/329 HAYDONS ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, SW19 Telex 928374 01-540 7333/4



PETITE PRECISIOIV
a power tool for the modeller

AGENTS

Victors Hobbies
Johannesburg S.A.

Seagull Models
Kensington

Michaels Models
N. Finchley

Evingtons
5 Alexandra Road,
Grimsby

City Models & Toy
Elliott St.,
Liverpool 1

F. Knight & Son
Bath Street,
Ablngdon, Oxor.

Avicraft Ltd.
Chatterton Road,
Bromley, Kent

Diameter:
33 mm

Weight: 1 60 g

Length:
125 mm

Torque;
105 cmg

Chuck size:
2 /10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries
4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST
power 'palrn' size drill operates from 2 x 4,5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v

so IS equally suitable for 'field or workshop use.

^  storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
TK ^^1^ assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
pytra routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand - an optionalextra, but for which space is provided in the carrying case — for precision drilling, etc.

- Complete SUPER-30 kit as illustrated (less batteries
30 tools) £14.00 30p p.p.
Mk. I I Drill Stand £3.50 17ppp
Drill only £6.65 25p p.p.
SUPER-10 Kit in 9'/, x 2 x 4 in. case with Drill, Battery
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £10.85 25p p.p.
Flexible drive shaft £4.80 22p p.p.

17p p.p.
25p p.p.

holder, 3 collets, 10 tools
Flexible drive shaft

All

25p p.p.
22p p.p.

above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit. 2. Drill shown in 3. Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
stand long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit in
case showing space for
stand

Sole Distributors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

Send SAE for illustrated leaflets aixl order form Tol. 01 977 0878

TRADE DESCRIPTIONS
ACT 1968

Descriptions of equipment
shown are correct at the

time of'going to press, but
are subject to alteration.
Details of any alterations
are available on request.
Precision Petite Ltd. reserve
the right to change designs
and technical specifications
without notice



IHitrnar
metal miniatures.

25mm. Worgomes Figures.

NEV ADDITIONS - DARK AGES

Ostrogoth foot archer.
Unarmoured foot spearman, bareheaded. G.F.S.
Unarmoured Goth, bareheaded, throwing spear. F.S,
Goth foot officer, unarmoured.
Foot officer, mailed, sword and shield.
Archer in helmet, with shield, V.S.
Unarmoured spearman in helmet, throwing with shield. G.F.S,
Spearman throwing, mailed, helmet and shield. S.F.
Unarmoured spearman in helmet, with shield. G.F.S.
Unarmoured spearman in helmet.
Hand axeman, mailed, with shield. V.S.

Heavy Goth cavalryman, spear and shield.
Medium Goth cavalryman, spear and shield.
Light Goth cavalryman, spear and shield.

Goth and other European figures are mostly suitable for
FRANKS, SAXONS and VIKINGS.),

PRICES. Infantry. 7ip Caval ry.I8p
catalogue lOp from Mai l Order Office

23 OR OVE ROAD.

LEIGHTON BUZZARD,

BE DS. LU7 83 F

U.S.A.
DISTRIB UT ORS

C.S.&D.INC.

731 So. University Blvd.

Denver

Colo rode.8 02 09

KIRWAN DISTRIBUTORS

1516 Montcloir Place,

Ann Arbor.

Mich igon .



Wflrgftincs rules l/sooth MICROARMOUR 8p EACH
LAND BATTLES

1000BC to 1000AD (W.R.G.) 95p
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset) 60p
E

) 60p

TRIREME

arly Medieval (Birmingham)
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.)
American Civil War
(Confederate High Command)

Western Gunfight (Bristol)
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.I
(Skytrex)

Leicester-Micro-Warfare W.W.II

Crusader Tank
50d Matilda Tank

Valentine Tank
Churchill Tank

50p Cromwell Tank
50d Humber Armoured Car

25 pdr. Gun (Firing)
(Limbered)JlP 17 pdr. Gun (Firing)

£1.30 6 pdr. Gun (Firing)
50p Daimler Scout Car

Scorpion Flail
'^P Centaur A.R.V.

Austin Bowser
50p Bedford Q.L. 3 ton truck
55d British A9 Tank

1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.05

« ^aTHo'nd Armoured CaBob Thompson 25p 2 pdr. Gun (Firing)
19th Century Warfare (8. L. Warlords) 60p Quad Truck
Colonial Skirmish Rules £1.30 S.P. GunColonial Skirmish Rules £1.30 Bishop S.F. Gun

B

Pa. Kpfw. Tank Greeks
P. Kpfw. II Tank of the I
Pz. Kpfw. Ill Tank For 2 t<
Pz. Kpfw. IV Tank F1 Frost fi
Pz. 1VF2
Pz. IV ous.H I
Tiger 1 Tank
Tiger II Tank
Jagdtiger DECALSE
Panther Tank For ,,0^
Jagdpanther "f,®
Stug. Ill Assault Gun
Elephant Rules' o
Pz. Kpfw. 4.7 cm, Pak(t)
Sd. Kfz. 7(88 Tractor) Pentacon
M/C Combination Biremes
Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck Phoenicn
Daimler Benz 3000L Truck Triremes

DECALSE

I Pz

Boxed Wargames by Decalset
recreating the tactics and
conditions employed by the
Greeks and Persians at the time
of the batle of Salamis. A
For 2 to 4 players.
Frost free in U.K.

T CAST METAL SHIPS 1/1200

For use with the 'Trireme' rules, Lon

don Wargames Sections, 'Greek Naval

Rules' or W.A.G. Greek Naval Rules.

Pentaconters (2)
Biremes

Phoenician Biremes

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 70p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) 60p
American Civil War Ironclads
(Navwar) 60p

World War I Naval (Skytrex) 55p
World War II Naval (Leicester) 55p
Galactic Warfare Rules 50p

Publications
Armies of the Macedonian and Funic
Wars by Phil Barker (W.R.G.) £1.25

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome
by Phil Barker £1.75

The War Fleets of Antiquity
by Richard Nelson (W.R.G.) £1.75

Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath
(W.R.G.) £1.75

English Civil. War — U.S. publication £1.20
How to Win Wargames (Mike

Philpott and Bob Thompson) 60p
Armies and Enemies of Ancient
Egypt and Assryia £2.30

Agincourt by Aimark gives details of
the battle and extensive painting

4 ort

details

Li.^u

ofors Quad
Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Car
Archer 17 pds. S.F. Gun

BOp A13 Cruiser Tank
60p A30 Challenger

Bren Carrier

60d Scammell Pioneer^ Scammell Breakdown Crane
Bbp Austin 3 ton Truck
55p Austin 30cwt. Truck

A

. Kpfw. 38(t) Athenian Triremes
I  Greek Merchant Vessel
Opel Maultier Halftrack Roman Triremes

Egyptian Triremesj Sd. Kfz. 250/8 7.5cm. L/24 Quadriremes
Sd. Kfz. 250/9 Armoured Quinqueremes

Car
Daimler Benz Bowser
Marder III Pak 76.2mm.

(R) PLE/
Kubelwagen ^
Sd. Kfz. 234/4 Armoured O

Car 7.5 Pak 40 Cp| C
Sd. Kfz. 233 Armoured OCUP

Car 7.5 L24 El

PLEASE SE

.E.G. Mk.l Armoured Car Sd. Kfz. 232 Armoured Car
Morris 15cwt. Radio Truck Sd. Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
Morris 15cwt 8. Bowser
Crusader III A.A.
Priest S.P.G.
Humber Staff Car
Rolls Royce A/Car

.8cm Flak (Firing)
8.8cm Flak (Limbered)
5.0cm Pak 38 (Firing) ^ ,.^..,1...
7.5cm Pak 40 (Firing) 1/3CX

Jr 8.8cm Pak 43 (Firing) .
(1939-42) Sd. Kfz. 222 Armoured Car NAPOLE

Steyr 1500 Field Car
PzFH Wespe 105mm S.^ MFN1 50 French Gren
Nashorn 88mm S.P. Gun"" 21 French Lane
Jagdpanzer IV MFN3 French Foot art
Hummel 6 guns and ere

Dlgdpanzer Hetzer 50 French Tirra
Sturmpenzer IV MFN5 50 Old Guard
Sd.Kfz.7(0pen top) MFN6 21 Chasseurs ̂

sfG33/15o' mmS.P.G. 38(t) 50 British Line
37mm A.A. S.P.G. MBN2 21 British Drag
Sd.Kfz. 251 Halftrack MBN3 British Foot art

®  Engineers 6 guns and ere,«i. Vehicle „
„  Sd.Kfz 251/9 75mm L24 50 British riflen
,0^ Sd.Kfz. 251/16 Flame MBN5 50 Highlanders

Sd^Kr^'l/17 A.A. 20mm ^1 Scots Greys
c  Nebeiwerfer ALL PACKS 50p EACH

Saurer Heavy Truck
S.W.S. 40 Halftrack m , ,
Mercedes Staff Car Napoleonic rules
Ostwind A.A. S.P.G. ®®|j,®
Sd.Kfz. 250/7 80mm by G. W. Jeffrey 60p.

Self Propelled Mortar

1/300

ALL PACKS 50p EACH

Napoleonic rules
designed for ̂  scale
by G. W. Jeffrey 60p.

INTERESTE

ND A

STAMPED

SELF-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE

FOR OUR LIST

The Napoleonic Wargame by
G. W. Jefferys

WARGAMES ACCESSORIES

Hexagon Grid Boards^Plastic
Laminated

16 mm Average Dice
(2,3.3,4,4,5) pei

16 mm Normal Spot Dice pei
Decimal or Percentage Dice
(20 sided) pei

Variable Dice—Set of 5 different
coloured dice with different
numbers on each dice pc

nt

each 20p

per pair 20p
per pair 20p

per pair 25p

Grant Tank

Sherman Tank
60p Stuart Tank

M3 Halftrack

£2.30 i ^®®P
155 mm Howitzer
M8 Armoured Car

.>4 Sherman Firefly
chev. L.R.D.Q. Truck
M10 Tank Destroyer

£1.75 M18 Tank Destroyer
D.U.K.W.
Mack 6x6 Truck
Chev. 30 cwt Truck
M36 Tank Destroyer
Pershing

TH

NAPOLEOIMIC

MFN1 50 French Grenadiers

MFN2 21 French Lancers

MFN3 French Foot artillery
6 guns and crews

MFN4 50 French Tirrailleurs

MFN5 50 Old Guard

MFN6 21 Chasseurs h Cheval

MBNI 50 British Line infantry
MBN2 21 British Dragoons
MBN3 British Foot artillery

6 guns and crews

MBN4 50 British riflemen

MBN5 50 Highlanders

M13/40 Tank
Sermovente 75/18 KV1 Tank

perset30p Autoblinds Armoured Car T34/76 Tank
T34/85 Tank
KV2 T

1/500tli INFANTRY SETS
GR1 German Infantry. 52 assorted pieces

GR2 German Heavy weapons group. Contains
mortars Anti-tank rifles Panzerschrecks Pan-

ank
SU 76 Assault Gun
M39 Anti-Tank Gun
JS 152 Assault Gun

)s BA-10M Armoured Car

Contains ^ Asault Gun
rkci Pan SU 122 Assault Gun

Stalin Tankzerfausts 1 MG34 on tripod and crqws (56 Qaz 4x6 Truck
Gaz 4x4 Truck

BR1 British infantry. Contains ntlemen and 2 Bren bt 7 Tank
gun crew (48 pieces). JS II Tank

BR2 British Heavy Weapons group. Contains 2in. Katyuska Rocket Launcher
mortars 3in. mortars Anti-tank rifle, PIAT KV/85 Tank
Anti-tank projector, Vickers machine gun
and crews (48 pieces).

50p per pack.

A COMPLETE ARMY CAN BE YOURS IN 1/300th li
SCALE PLAN YOURS NOW MM

D IN
OTHER SCALES, PERIODS,
LAND, SEA AND AIR,
PAST, PRESENT
OR FUTURE. TRY US. WE
HAVE FLEETS FOR ANCIENT
NAPOLEONIC WAR, WWI,WW1I.
MODERN AND SPACE,
THE FUTURE. FIGURES FOR
MOST AGES TOO.
TRIED THE NEW HINCHCLIFFE
12mm SERIES 12.

SEND FOR OUR LIST.
Other games of note
in stock:

Decline and Fall £3.50

Seastrike £4.60

Verdun £5.50

Bar Lev (Arab/Israeli) £5.50

Have ypu been to the shop yet? We
are in WOLLATON ST.,

NOTTINGHAM near the Victoria

Centre. Tel. 43457

Postage; 10% up to £5. Free over
£5. Overseas Air Mail 60% up to £6.
30% over £6.

Dept.,MM10, 28 CHURCH STREET,
WYMESWOLD. LEICESTERSHIRE.



PETER KEMPLAY
Military Miniatures - Paintings - Books - Prints

MAILORDER - DISTRIBUTION - EXPORT

The leading Specialist Distributors of Military Models in the U.K.
Dealers in fine military books, prints paintings and antiques. Com
plete studio service, painted figures, dioramas, chess sets, museum
display service.

new address -

Chapel Hill
SKIPTOIM

Yorkshire

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT!

FROM 1st; May ALL
correspondence
trade orders

mail orders

must be forwarded to our

IMEW address:

lb Chapel Hill
SRIPTON

Yorkshire

IMEW NORTHERN GARRISON
SHDWRDDMS WILL

FRDM 1st June

BE DPEIM AT THIS ADDRESS

Full stocks STADDEIM figures— all scales-
plus books, prints, paints, Historex, Elastolin,
antiques etc.

Sole world distributors of

STADDEN FIGURES

the largest range of model
soldiers in the world.

Tradition 25mm figures

• Stadden 30mm, 54mm and 90mm figures

• Reynard 75mm figures

• Cameron 120mm figures

C Tradition Magazine

• Belmont-Maitland Publications



Wre very fussy aboutuniformsl ^

A

Military historians
and modellers have come to ^
expect absolute authenticity and accuracy ^
from the Osprey MEN AT ARMS series.

Over 50 titles have already been published, ranging
from the armies of the Seven Years War to World War

II, providing a concise history of the regiments and
armies. The uniforms are described and illustrated

with at least 40 photographs or drawings, and up to
24 full colour figures, painted in accurate detail; at
least twice the colour content of any similar series.

Four new titles now available:

Army of the Potomac by Philip Katcher

The South Wales Borderers by C. Wilkinson-Latham

The Army of Northern Virginia by Philip Katcher
Napoleon's German Allies (1) by Otto von Pivka

I  ospreyI  Men at Arms

L  Edited by Martin Windrow
Paperback £1.50 each. Oa.sed £1.95 each.

Other new titles from Osprey:

A Concise Dictionary of Military Biography
by Martin Windrow & Francis K. Mason. £5.95

The greatest names in land warfare, from the lOth to
the 20th century. Publication. July-

British Battlefields: Scotland and the Border

by Philip Warner. £2.95

The finalbook in this seties covering all the major
battle sites in Britain.

To: Direct Mail Manapor, 137 Southampton Street, Readinjr.
Berkshire.

Please send me • copy/ies of..

I enclose cheque/P.O. value . (add 2.'ip p&p)

•Jlic
. 'Bonk.

ry{!iu<{t)

" ■ 'Jtk ̂yfrn/y of \
zArmy ̂thr ^ F^n//m/ ]
^ 'Potniii/ir ^ Uiryhm \

Please send me a PUKE illustrated cataloRuo of all Osprey Militaria
books. □

Osprey Publishing Limited
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EDITORIAL

^he'publlcation^of Major-General^Hughe's book "FIRE POWER" ^ ^ ^^ ^
which so stimulatlngly rationalised this vital aspect of Horse-and-Musket warfare. Its valuable lesson
set the pattern of thought that was furthered by yet another fine work, William McElwee's "TEE ART OF
VAR; Viaterloo io Mons" - lovieved at some length on page 22 in this issue of the Newsletter. However,
it all really fell into shape as the result of the recent Military Historical Society*s Peninsular
battlefield tour in Spain (to be fully reported in a later edition of the Newsletter) when a party
covered Vitoria; the Pass of Roncesvalles, Maya; Sorauren; Vera; Nive; Nivelle; Orthes and the Siege
of San Sebastian. On that tour 1 gathered what 1 consider to be a relatively fresh outlook on warfare
as conducted 160 odd years ago, and on wargaming in general. 1 now appreciate that there is more than
one type of Napoleonic warfare and that the campaign in tlie PeuinsuJar bearglittle resemblance to those
Joiuiit in Italy, Germany, Austria or anywhere else. They might all be able to be given the heading of
the Napoleonic Wars but that of the Peninsular differs widely from the rest which, in their turn,
differ in lesser extent to each other. From a practical point of view, 1 realise that one could form
Peninsular wargames armies with a minimum of cavalry but for your Napoleonic forces in other theatres
of war you will need a lot of cuirassiers, hussars, dragoons, etc., etc. And of course your rules
will need to differ if only to cope with the relatively unique style of fighting of the Light Division
in Spain and Portugal. Where we were in the Pyrennees, the battles were fought over very rugged
terrains that did not allow continuity of line so that formations seem to be moving about over exten
sive areas, completely disassociated with each other. Cavalry were of little use and artillery only
played a part when it was possible to drag the guns up some often precipitous slopes to a position
that usually afforded a commanding field of fire. This meant that it was an infantryman s war and,
as one member of the party put it, the infantry battalion was really a "mobi le battery" capable of
laying-down such a concentration of accurate and relatively rapid fire as to quickly blast away an
opposing formation. Viewing these battlefields, 1 realised some essential facts - that they were
fought over far greater areas than one anticipated and that the formations.moved slowly so that their
natural limitations prevented them from manoeuvering to affect a situation in spite of knowing what
had to be done; their charges were not the hectic bayonet-tipped rushes we visualise (1 was amazed to
hear that there were only half a dozen or so recorded instances of men coming to grips with bayonets
in the whole of the Peninsular War) but that formations moved towards each other and only charged at
the run over the last 50 yards or so when the enemy, if not able to repulse them by fire power, gave
way so that there was no actual crossing of bayonets. With an effective volley firing range of only
100 yards or so a capability of perhaps P/j shots per minute, it seems amazing that sheer fire
power could so dramatically halt and decimate an enemy formation.

On reflection and after considerable discussion amongst the party in Spain, the conclusion seems
to be that we are doing it all wrong on the wargames table and, as has so frequently been expressed
in these pages, what takes place on our miniature battlefields bears but a passing resemblance to the
events of real life. Our wargames are really a reflection of the "later stages" of a battle, of the
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relatively decisive events taking place after the initial manoeuvering, deception and counter decept
ion has occurred. I say this because, on touring the battlefields, it is brought forcibly home to
wargamers of any experience that the margins of our table-top terrains are far too limited to allow
much reality so that we are forced to cram our formations into situations where they are almost flank-
to-flank in a continuous line facing an enemy similarly disposed. Perforce, these armies have to
attack frontally because, for reasons of lack of space, they are unable to attempt the classical
military manoeuvre of refusing a costly frontal assault by turning a flank. The area of a wargames
table is controlled by the size of the room in which it is situated and the fact that, if it is more
than 6 feet wide, then it is impossible for the wargamer to reach the centre of the table; thus the
majority of wargames tables are somewhere in the region of about 8 feet by 5 feet. Ideally the length
of the table could be anything up to 24 or 36 feet but it is difficult to solve the problem of breadth
(except by having a trap door in the centre of the table as did a notorious wargames terrain belonging
to Brigadier Peter Young). This "ery lack of width forces wargamers into the dispositions mentioned
earlier because lack of depth precludes much else. The only conceivable manner in which this problem
can be solved is by using 5mm Regimental blocks, although the situation will certainly be improved by
using the new Hinchliffe's SYSTEM 12 N gauge figures or 15mm scale.

But this is merely the beginning of the matter because, although this may not at first be apprec
iated, the whole style of wargaming is altered when using either a huge terrain or very small scale
figures. The style of wargaming (providing the rules are right) will be imrainentiymore realistic as
formations manoeuvre to out-flank each other and, as in real life, find that their marching speed does
not allow them to arrive at a required point in time to prevent a disaster. Another wargamer will
find that he has a game where movement and manoeuv(;ring takes up most of his time and that fire
fighting and certainly hand-to-hand combat, play but a minor part in the activities. If his rules are
realistic, then the real-life situation should be possible of a formation moving into range, taking
one vast burst of fire and being thrust from the battle as a result of its overwhelming casualties.
This is not to every wargamers taste because, having laboriously purchased and painted his figures,
he wants them to put on a better show and to have greater use of their services - but it is realistic
and it is what really happened! General Hughes in his book "FIRE POWER" makes the point that the
result of many battles hinged on the proportion of artillery that a commander was able to bring to
bear on the enemy, particularly in an enfilading role. The commander who could best utilise ground
so as to bring to bear the bulk of his artillery was often victorious. This is an aspect of wargaming
much more capable of fulfilment when using the very small scales of figures than it is with 25mm
figures on a normal size wargames table.

Well, that it how it seems to be and the wargamer must make up his mind whether he wants to con
tinue with his colourful "last-stage" wargaming or whether he is prepared to indulge in an evening
of possibly less interesting manoeuvering, maybe without even coming to grips on a single occasion.
Of course, the enterprising wargamer will achieve the best of both worlds by splitting his battle into
two - the first part will consist of manoeuvering over a large area, using his 5mm Regimental blocks
or his 10/l5mm formations, and then, having arrived at a position where combat is imminent, that the
game is frozen and the dispositions marked on a map. Then, that section containing the combat-
contact is built up on the wargames table and the 5mm formations are replaced by the more individual
25mm groups and the wargame proceeds in a normal manner. Of course, devotees of the SYSTEM 12 and
15mm figures will claim that these scales permit both manoeuvering and close combat without the trouble
of two types of terrain, but that is open to question except on the very largest of tables.

Finally, coinciding admirably with these expressed trends of thought comes the expeditious arrival
of the new Hinchliffe SYSTEM 12 range of N gauge (lOmm) figures. Fully described elsewhere (see page
19) to my mind this represents a very positive step forward in providing an all-embracing and cohesive
wargames system with everything to scale and to a size that provides the opportunity of realistic war
gaming embracing both manoeuvre and combat. One of the strengths of wargaming lies in the immense
availability of figures turned out by a number of highly competent designers. But the magnitude of
their range and the competitiveness which brings a perpetual increase could also be considered a
weakness in that this is haphazard, loose ended and ill-coordinated. Only Time will tell whether
SYSTEM 12 will make a significant impression upon this situation but no one can doubt that it is a
well-conceived and much needed attempt to bring some order to that charming semi-chaos which is so
anomalously associated with military formations, those most rigid of Man's institutions!
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TALKING WARGAMING

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by Ian Monk;

The uniforms of certain units in the Anglo-Sicilian
Army - the Anglo-Italians, the Sicilian Estero Regiment,
the Sicilian Grenadiers, Cavalry and Artillery, and the
Calabrian Free Corps. Also a really hard one - the
uniforms of the Spaniards in French service i.e. the
Regiments of Royal Etranger, Toledo, Castille and Royal
Napoleon, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd(?), and Ath Spfinish Chasseurs,
Hussars of Guadalajara, the Tirailleurs, Voltigeurs,
Hussars and Lancers of Spanish Guard. I realise that not
much is known about these units, but I would be grateful
if anyone knows about one or more of these units.

m

ooOoo

THE WAR OF THE ROSES

At Bosworth Field the nobles wore full armour while archers, billmen and hand-gunners wore a
round pot helmet or skull cap of iron; leather jacks, and white linen-cloth doublets with StoGeorge's
cross on them with long hose. The banner of Henry Tudor's army was yellow with a dun cow painted on
it.

ooOoo

WAR - by an autliorative trio

Force and fraud are in war the two cardinal virtues. Thomas Hobbes.

'Untin' is ... the image of war without its guilt.

There was never a good war, or a bad peace.

R.S.Surtees.

Benjamin Franklin.

ooOoo

JUIZ OF THE MONTH - (Answers below)

1. Who commanded the British during the Ambela Expedition in 1863^

2. What did these regiments have in common at the turn of the 18th century - KDGs; Royals and
3rd Dragoons?

3. Who was the 'heroic boy' at Chillianwallah who 'bid defiance to the savage multitude' as he
'strode across his father's corpse'?

A. Who asked at Balaclava when he found his command hemmed in by a forest of Russian lances
'What the devil shall we do now?'

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH

Very effective table-top hedges for 5nim scale wargaming can be made by using pipe-cleaners, dyed
green. Having a wire core, they can be bent to shape so as to conform to a road or field.

ooOoo

In the Hussite Wars of IAI9 onwards, Jan Ziska was the first comprehensive and intelligent user of
artillery, his tactical employment of the arm was two hundred years in advance of its time. This was
not the first time gunpowder had been used on the field of battle. Edward and the Black Prince labor
iously carted primitive artillery pieces to Crecy in 13A6 and their descendants lost the Hundred Years
War because the French were superior in the development of artillery tactics. The Swiss mercenaries
were themselves relegated to history when their pikes were defeated by massed muskets and artillery,
while the Turkish capture of Constantinople in 1A53 was a landmark in the history of artillery.

OOQOO
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A FEW NOTES ON THE BATTLE:

A MINI-TANKS BATTLE REPORT

' "'y. ^ V ■
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The Campaign in the Caucasus. 19k2-3.
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The German infantry were experiencing the same Hell that von Paul; .^' Oth Armv had foiighl in at
Stalingrad. The taking of each house was a battle in itself. Tgiiks would blast houses with H.E.,
and set roofs alight with tracer ammunition, under covering maehinc7gun fire. The infantry would
rush at the houses, climbing through shattered walls, to be met by torrents of .smal 1 arms fii'c. Com
batants would fight each other with crowbars, spades, knives and fists wlien all ammunition had been
used uj). Night brought little rest for the soldiers - the savagery continued unabated,, until early
morning when the Russians were finally overcome.

The smoke blackened hulls of 13 Panzers and 7 half-tracks littered the streets. Nearly half of
the German infantry company - 80 men - lay dead or dying in the streets or shattei-ed houses. 5
Russian A.T. guns and 150 dead Russian infantry were counted there were no prisoneis. Even the'
slightest wound proved fatal in the freezing cold of the Russian winter, unless immediate medical aid
was given.

Still more Russians were reported still further east, and the survivors grimly formed up and
advanced along the road north of the river. They were within sight of the enormous trees of the
woods when enemy A.T. guns engaged them from the front - attacking the attention of every tank
commander. The sudden appearance of a horde of T3As - over 60 of them - on the northern flank of
the German force went unnoticed until they started streaming towards the Panzers. German shells
bounced off the armour of the T3As, and in a matter of minutes most of the Panzer Ills had been des
troyed. The remnants of the battfegroup threw up their arms in surrender - and were herded into
captivity by Russian infantry. The T3'is of the Russian force streamed towards Poltov, crossed the
bridge, and linked up with another force of T3As with supporting infantry to advance on Vozenth. The
counterattack in the Caucasus had begun.



5mm WARGAMES

Peter- .Gouldesbrough

It was quite a shock to discover that Miniature Figurines are stopping production of their blocks
of 5mm wargaming figures. They may start producing them again if they find a new designer, but mean
time anyone who plays in this scale should put in an order at once in case any stocks remain. The
beautiful Heroics figures are not quite in the same scale and of course they are not made in blocks.

In our Napoleonic game we use the 24-man 2-deep infantry block as the company. All our battal
ions are organised on the French or Austrian system with 6 companies. Ut is the Prussian system too
if you think of the Schutzen of the third rank as being detached from their companies to form two
separate companies). This gives a battalion in line a front of inches. Thinking in terms of a
600-strong battalion drawn up 3-deep, this gives a ground-scale of 1 inch = 30 yards, which we use for
all purposes. On the basis of the same ground-scale we represent a 100-strong squadron drawn up 2-
deep by 3 8-horse blocks, which occupy a front of 2i inches.

Both the above conventions give a figure—scale of 1 figure = 4 real men. But we vary this when
it comes to skirmishers and artillery. Two of the 6-man skirmisher groups takes up a frontage about
the same as that of a battalion in line. We reckon that this is about right for a light company de
ployed with the minimum space of 2 yards between each file of 2 skirmishers acting together. So we
represent a company in skirmishing order by 12 figures, each representing 2 figures in the line or 8
real men.

Three of the gun-and-crew blocks in line give a frontage of 2 inches and we consider this about
right to represent a 6-gun battery with the guns fairly close together. We do not provide for both
6-gun and 8-pgun batteries, as we like to calculate the effect of the fire of a whole battery, not of
individual guns or pairs of guns. The 3 gun-and-crew blocks actually have 15 gunner figures on them
but we reckon these as 24 figures or 96 real men. This is largely because it is convehient for our
counter battery rules, which may be changed. At present each loss of 4 gunner figures reduces the
effectiveness of the battery's fire and one block is removed for each loss of 8 gunner figures.

(Continued on page 2%)

IN MINIATUBE

IN TUNBRIDGE WELLS
CONFIDENTIAL FOB IMMEDIATE ACTION.

TOP PRIORITY INTELLIGENCE REPORTS THAT COMPREHENSIVE WELL-STOCKED NEW SUPPLY BASE
FOR HOBBYISTS - MODEIMAKERS - WARGAMERS - COLLECTORS OF ALL AGES NOW ESTABLISHED
IN TUNBRIDGE WELLS....STOP....PRIMARY OBJECTIVE TO PROVIDE STRONG BACKING WITH
EFFICIENT SUPPORTING SERVICES FOR ALL MINIATURE WARFARE FORCES IN THE AREA....
STOP....IATEST TYPES OF EQUIPMENT AND TROOP REINFORCEMENTS INCLUDING VETERAN
FORCES READILY AVAILABLE FOR ACTION STOP....RECOMMEND CLOSE INSPECTION WEEK-DAYS
9.00 HOURS TO 17.30 HOURS....STOP.

AGENTS REPORT STEADY SUPPLIES AND WIDE RANGE OF PIASTIC & METAL FIGURES - COLLECTORS
PIECES - DIORAMAS - MOLDELS - KITS - CONVERSIONS - TOOLS - MATERIALS - ADHESIVES -
PAINTS - BRUSHES - REFERENCE BOOKS - MAPS - PRINTS - ETC....STOP....WIDE RANGE OF
HANDICRAFTS & HOBBY KITS WILL ATTRACT NEW RECRUITS OF ALL RANKS....STOP....
POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION AS OPERATIONS AGENTS FOR AIRFIX - HUMBHOL - HINCHCLIFFE -
PHOENIX - BADGER - ARMS & ARMOUR - HEIMET - HISTOREX - ETC....STOP....INDICATIONS
OF WIDESPREAD CAMPAIOI IN ADVANCED STAGES OF PREPARATION....STOP.

TOP SKRET INFORMATION STOP THIS NEWLY CONSTRUCTED BASE IS LOCATED IN THE
BASEMENT SECTOR OF N0.I8B THE PANTILES - IN THE HEART OF HISTORIC TUNBRIDGE WELLS -
KENT - TELEPHONE. TUNBRIDGE WELLS (O892) 22684....STOP....IDENTIFIED AS KEY
OPERATIONS CENTRE Ist MINIATURE WARFARE DIVISION - No 1. COMPANY HEADQUARTERS -
UNDER DIRECTION AND COMMAND OF WIDELY EXPERIENCED CAMPAIGaCEHS G. ERIK & G. BUTLEH.
....STOP....



THE SWOP-SHOP

1+ .P ® wargamer for very long before amassing a collection of unwanted items, resulting from false-starts, changes-of-mind, excesses of enthusiasm, etc., etc. In these hard times,
with prices rising regularly,there are few wargamers who will not benefit by the opportunity to ex-
change this surplus material for something they can really use. The difficulty lies in bringing to
gether those who have stuff to swap - the fellow in Edinburgh, with a unit of painted voltigeurs, who
could really use the Light Horse Lancers offered hy the wargamer in Torquay.

This new WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER service aims at setting-up a workable exchange system among British
wargamers. At present, because of postal difficulties and delays, this service must be restricted to
wargamers resident in Great Britain. The system will work in the following manner;

a) If you have something to swap -

1. List the items for exchange on the voucher below.

2. Cut it out and send it to -

The Editor,
Swap Shop,

Wargamer's Newsletter,
69 Hill Lane,

Southampton SOl 5AD.

The 'goods' will then be listed in the next issue of the Newsletter.

+ ̂ items listed that you fancy, send a voucher together with a plain-stamped envelopeto the Editor, who will address it, and pass it on - any negotiations can then be carried on direct,
you are welcome to simultaneously avail yourself of both ends of the swapping system.

Please note that vouchers are ONLY valid for the month indicated.

SWAP-SHOP VOUCHER - AUGUST 107'

Name:

Addre s s:

I have the following goods to offer:

2. I am interested in Item No. offered by

I enclose a plain, stamped (S^p) envelope.

I can offer in exchange, the following:-

3. I am anxious to obtain the following:-



LETTERS
"The Newsletter is certainly a major magazine in this hohhy now. There is nothing like it on

this Continent.

This year I spent my holidays in Eastern Canada looking up wargaming groups there. Vancouver
is far ahead of any other area in Canada in so far as wargaming is concerned. I was going to ask
you if you have any contacts in Toronto? This is Canada's second largest city hut there does not
seem to he the least interest in the hohhy there. Would appreciate any information you can give me
on this.

Well, Don just want to wish you all the hest in the world for this year and may you produce
many more hooks on this hohhy of which you and I must in our respective areas he considered some
thing of elder statesmen, hut By God we're still active!

Once in a while I can give these youngsters a real scare, hut it is getting hardel" and harder
to do, hut I do get a great deal of satisfaction of bringing young fellows into the hohhy. At
first they think I am a real whizz and then they finally win a game against me. I know then that
they are on their way and before very long I will he damn lucky to win once in a while."

Jack Hutchings ("Hutch") of Burnahy, Canada.

ooOoo

"Some time ago I promised you an article on Spanish Armada period naval wargaming; well, in
evitably enough I still have not written it, although I have worked out some rules, made some ships
and, yes, even played a few games. However, the rules need a hit of simplification,'because in the
last game we found that ten classes of guns (from Full Cannon down to Rohinet!), whilst being very
accurate and realistic, nevertheless forced my opponent and myself to do rather more thinking and
working out than we cared for. Admittedly we were inlaying late on Sunday night after a long and
exciting Seven Years War game, during which several pints of beer had been consumed by the thirsty
generals - hut if a faint alcoholic haze makes rules incomprehensible then they need streamlining!

I continue to have ideas about all kinds of wargames set-ups without actually getting down to
any of them. At one point I was intending to revive my long-defunct French Colonial armies, only
in 15mm, using a mixture of Peter Laing's Saracens and Colonial Pathan/Afghan types for the Moroc
cans, and taking the French from his French Crimean and W.W.I offerings. It was another of my
ambitious designs that got no further than the lists and sample figures stage! Instead, I began
painting up converted 5Amm Airfix Germans as Russians, Tartars, etc., to a certain gentleman from
Teeside who was in Cheltenham for a few months. When he departed he vanished into limbo, along with
my notes, and all attempts to locate him have drawn a blank. I wonder if it would he possible for
you to put a note in the next Newsletter, asking if anyone knows the whereabouts of one Glenn
Thirkell, as I would very much like to have my Russian information hack where it belongs.

Enough of moaning, however. Christopher Duffy's hook on Frederick's army drew me hack to my
idle 25mm mid-18th century armies, and iry neglected Prussians iin:.particular. No sooner had I
turned the last page than I was busy painting up musketeers, fusiliers, grenadiers and freikorps
anew. What a goldmine of information that hook is! I await the publication of his work on the army
of Maria Theresa with proverbial hated breath. Meanwhile the little German state of Bodden-Bumherg,
in which my 18th century battles are set, trembles to the tramp of freshly painted armies as the
forces of His Most Catholic Majesty of France make yet another incursion into the Elector's territory.
Perhaps anon I shall let the Newsletter have some details of the goings on in this forgotten corner
of Europe!

My 18th century rules have undergone something of a revision, with a new Morale/Discipline
system that works on the basis of a running points total for each unit, which is reduced proportion
ately for every untoward incident and amended by a small random factor. Once a unit's Morale/
Discipline score sinks below a certain level its fighting effect lessens; a further drop in score
means the unit will not advance against the enemy, and beyond that the point where the unit breaks
into a disorganised rabble is reached. Additions to the score can only be made if a general officer
is put with the unit. The whole thing is meant to reflect the tight, well disciplined regimentation
of the professional armies of 17AO-65; units are held together by fear of their officers rather than
any patriotic zeal. Once a regiment's formation and discipline has crumbled it is as good as lost
for the rest of the battle; but a regiment will hang on fairly grimly until that moment comes.
Hardly an original system, 1 agree; I remember something very similar being propounded in the News
letter several years ago; but I think it is one that is appropriate for a period in which national
istic fervour is fairly well muted, and the whole course of battle is not changed by some idiot
corporal sprin.ting through the broken army shouting '^Rally round the flag, boys!" Such stuff as this
can be safely left to the zealots of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars.

The very latest venture - not yet beyond the thinking stage - is Middle Eastern Medievals.
Malcolm Smale, a fellow S.F./folk music/Go/wargames enthusiast, has got the Mongol bug. This is an
ailment much akin to the Ottoman Turkish bug I have had for a long time and could very well be
closely related. We have ambitious plans to carve up the Holy Land and Asia Minor with various
armies of Mongols, Turks, Franks and Egyptians, not to mention a few Byzantines perhaps! It is 15mm-
without a doubt for this one, as all those cavalry armies in 25mm would be enough to bankrupt anyone!
hich reminds me - how come the MiniFigs range of Mongols includes as many foot figures ('Infantry'

no less) as horse when the Mongol army consisted of 99.95^ cavalry? On the subject of MiniFigs, I
would love to know what their S.F. range is based on; nothing I have read has contained such an amaz
ing selection of Bug-Eyed Monsters at all!"

Chris Beaumont of Cheltenham.



"I wonder 1:# you have looked into the fantasy wargaming etc., group, the Sword and Sorcery
Society which has a membership of 200 and a society magazine thht is running short of material. How-
fevetv it', it h gery aotive and robust group of imaginative wargamers - much more so than you lot out
there! I think that "avante-garde" groups like this are going to he more popular and more abundant
in the future, and will ensure that the bubble does not burst as was indicated in the April News
letter. Another point I would like to ask is - Why don't wargamers ever lead their troops themselves?
They seem to command by hocus-pocus! I feel that it is time that we took up arms and did not shirk
our responsibilities, time that we drew swords and charged with the rest of 'em!"

L. Hannington of Peterborough.

ooOoo

"CAN WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER BE IMPROVED?

(A) Firstly, let us establish why people read, or rather what they want to read.

1. Factual articles and informed opinion on matters of fact - wargamers need facts, on
weapons, performances, uniforms, organisation, etc. These they digest and use in
creating rules, armies, games. Informed opinion is interpretation of some facts, acts
as a catalyst and provokes thought and therefore a deeper understanding of the period.

2. Wargames Reports - to keep up to date with others ideas, new techniques, different
periods, etc.

3. Reviews - New figures/Products, etc.
Booka/Journals.
Rules.

4. Correspondence - To allow readers i.e. wargamers to air their views, opinions, ideas,
to seek help or advice.

(B) Are the requirements set out in (A) being met in the present Newsletter and what might be
done to improve things?

1. Factual articles are appearing, and do so quite regularly. They need to be slanted
directly at wargamers, of course, and the needs of these are in many ways quite differ
ent from the needs of model soldier collectors say - but obviously the outcome depends
on the cont}ibutions received. The best quality articles can probably only be attract
ed by a payment. Informed opinion -Stephen Reeds articles filled this slot for a while,
but this is any area in which you could probably do more yourself, drawing on your ex
tensive knowledge of military history — rather on the lines of your "Wargames Through
the Ages" books say.

2. Wargames Reports. 1 suspect that wargamers think they like to read these, but in fact
get very little from them! The reports are usually spoilt by poor maps which a) make
following the game narrative difficult, and b) put off the potential reader instead of
grabbing his interest and involvement. Contributors could try to remember that the
reports°are aimed at the readers, and are not meant primarily for the writers enjoyment.
In other words, reports which are of the type which the writer likes are not necessarily
those which a stranger will enjoy reading. (l think our Skirmish Line reports fall into
this trap - we should make much more use of technical comment and less of the glorified
Western novel approach). The maps could be improved by having them re-drawn to a
reasonable standard - let me know if I can help! Perhaps a "standard layout" approach
for the narrative, with certain information always covered e.g. Title, Background (real
period, campaign, wargame background i.e. one-off, series, game, etc.,) Rules used (plus
modifications for game, etc). Forces involved. Terrain description. Battle plans. Narra
tive (this is the one which gets too much space devoted to it, in a blow-by-blow account)
De-briefing (lessons learned, tactical mistakes, rules weaknesses, etc.).

3. Reviews - These are essential. The MUST LIST is a good approach and the book reviews are
quite good.

Rules present a difficult area, but again perhaps a co-ordinated approach to give in-
depth reviews based on games played? Iiow about a Review Panel?!

h. Correspondence - this is an excellent source of stimulation of ideas, opinions, etc.,
but often the letters in fact say very little. From experience I know how difficult it
is to prompt replies on specific topics e.g. requests for info on particular units,
uniforms, etc. You do edit the more rambling efforts, of course."

Mike Blake (of "Skirmish Wargames")

ooOoo

i  "Just a few comments on the latest Newsletter — full of good things as usual.

I was interested in the extract from the "Game of War" and look forward to further items. But I
am afraid I must disagree strongly with the description of Chess as the oldest game of all. We know
the Egyptians, Greeks and Romans had boardgames - we also know something about them. But they were
certainly not Chess. It is possible that a board found at Knossos at the beginning of the century may
have been used in Cretan wargames - but this is. only a theory. Nor is it really correct to describe
GO as an ancient Japanese game "developed about the same time". GO or WEI—CHI was invented by the
Chinese, and only later taken up by the Japanese, who are now the acknowledged masters. It is popular
in America and now becoming popular over here, especially with Mathematicians and Engineers.

(Continued on Page 17).



FORWARD AND BACK

Phil Barker

Reading the last few issues of Newsletter, I was re
minded hy you of the days the first few metal 20mm figures
were emerging, and your first hook was the wargamers main,
and indeed largely only, bible. Since then, metal figures
have been constantly improved, and recognisable designers
styles have emerged. As you say, tastes differ, but the
most important taste has proved to be that of the designer.

Good figure designers are so few and far between,
being as I am convinced, born, not made, that they get a
pretty free hand from their firms. If they did not, they
would be off elsewhere. It is this that is responsible for
the fact you cannot mix different manufacturers figures of
nominally the same scale very successfully. Luckily, the
buyers tastes vary as well.

They are also never satisfied with their own work, and ' -
so from time to time they redesign their figures, and it is
here that the real problem comes. Take the chap who is 4. n t v. •
building up a Napoleonic army, buying one regiment at a time to minimise expense. He gets all 'his
grenadiers done, and is now ready to start on the light infantry. Bingo! His chosen firms designer
has an attack of talent and re-does the entire range, with a new bulkier style that paints superbly.
The poor wargamer has either to start again from scratch or else accept giant'light boM and midget
grenadiers. Usually he starts again, muttering in his beard,- and in time he will forgive because the
new army does look prettier. However, that designer should not do it too often, or he will lose his
firm customers to more pedestrian but safer rivals.

I might add that my beard muttering concerns a nameless firm that replaced what I thought a
superb horse range with distorted giants, without altering the riders for some periods to match.

However, with all this said, we have still never had it so good, for figures that is. How about
rules? Well, the original rules exemplified by those originally included in "War Games" had two
excellent features that are not found in those written today. Firstly, it was quite possible to
learn them by heart, and thereafter never have to look things up. Secondly, they were so simple and
arbitrary that arguments over interpretation were rare. In general, games went much faster.

Could a set of rules with similar characteristics be written today, incorporating the results
of extra research in the interim, and eliminating historically impossible happenings? The answer is
certainly yes, because we have a prototype set to prove it, but only if you accept certain premises
that current rule writers do not. The first of these is that the playing unit should be infan
battalions, cavalry regiments and artillery batteries, and that so long as the right sort of resu s
occur when these are pitted against each other, the mechanism by which they are achieved is relative-
ly unimportant. After all, real generals ordered battalions about; they did not concern themselves
whether they deployed by half companies from the centre, or by companies on one flank, nor whether
they fired massed volleys or used platoon fire.

The second premise is that you do not adhere too rigidly to strict time/distance/ground scales.
These are fine to help sort out your ideas, but a table-top is NOT a real battlefield. Say you fix
the speed of infantry in column at 6" a move, about the minimum practical. Cavalry should trot lb ,
still lust practical on the table, but in a disordered galloping charge of the British light cavalry
variety might cover as much as 36". Simultaneously, you decide it takes the equivalent of a move o
form square from line. All this is based on unimpeachable information, but what would happen in a
game? Well, for a start, you would never see a deployment in line! You must therefore choose be
tween inaccuracy in detail, or a worse inaccuracy in the overall effect.

Such a set of rules would of course raise a chorus of inaccurate!, badly researched!, and
hundreds of writers would spring to pen to prove that they could write more complicated^les. After
all, there are two reasons for writing a set of rules, to provide a playable game with the minimum
of historical inaccuracy combined with the minimum of complication, and to show everybody else that
you are much cleverer than they are.

Members of the latter school always solve a playing problem by writing a new rule, and quickjy
bog do-wn in their own complexities. They usually insist on a different set for every war, separat
ing for example the American War of Independence from the Napoleonic Wars, despite there being no
discernible change in weapons or drill. The real reason is of course that their AWI rules have no
provision for massed cavalry, and their Napoleonic rules none for dense terrain and untrained troops.
A complete set would include not only these, but provision for the elephants and masses of irregulars
lacking firearms that Wellesley faced in India. Under the old regime, the players would merely have
invented a suitable rule on the spot, involving the throwing of dice. "Dice for elephant shot at.
Score 1, elephant drops dead, 2 elephant bolts for rear, 3 elephant turns pale and shivers on spot,
A, 5, 6 elephant is too dumb to notice."

And you know, it worked quite well! How does the reader'feel' about it? Do you want rules to
get more and more complicated until they bog down in a mass of statistics? Would you rather keep the
present level of complication? Or would you like to go for something radically simpler? Write and
let us know. We might just pay attention.



BATTLE REPORT

WON OR LOST? AN AMERICAN REVOLUTION WARGAME

Don Bayley (of Natal, South Africa)

About two months ago the Junior branch of our Wargames
Club fought an interesting though perhaps one-sided battle.
The period was the American War of Independence. I was
second-in-command of the British forces, and as allies I had
Robert Zaal (commander) and Robin Draper. Opposing us were
Martin Draper, Patrick Atkinson and Brian Ellse. The umpire
was Noel Zaal.

Forces were roughly as follows:- (I gun = a battery of
about A, one figure = 10 men).

BRITISH:

Line Infantry
Highland Line Infantry
Grenadiers

Light Infantry-
Light Dragoons
Guns

Riflemen

- 170 figures

-  35
-  70 "

-  50 '
-  30 "

- Four 6-pdrs with 20 crew
-  25 figures (Hessian Jaegers)

AMERICAN:

Continental Line Infantry
Militia

Indians

Light Dragoons
Canadian Light Infantry

175 figures
AO "

35
15 "
25 "

Five 6-pdrs & one 9-pdr; 31

Ail troops were Airfix conversions. About one-third of the British force were Hessians

SITUATION:
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The Americans were firmly seated in strong positions across the Muddiphio River. Such was the
value of their position, that as will be seen, our having a preponderance of numbers did not really
help much.

The object of the game was to hold more "points" than the enemy by A o'clock in the afternoon,
in buildings, hills, etc. The point-values of the main features are marked on the map above. At
the start of the game, the Americans held all the objectives; thus the British had to attack, and
the Americans to defend.

We (British) thought out what we considered was a simple and foolproof strategy; indeed it was,
although some events were somewhat unforeseen, but more of that later. Basically, Robin and I were
to try to hold the Americans back on the flanks, and possibly gain ground, while Robert drove
through the centre. However, as you will have seen from the map, the river was the chief snag.
Right up in the north it was uncrossable, while a short section below took two' rounds/periods to
cross, and the rest, one. We realised that the Yanks would blow the bridge as soon as they could,
and consequently we did not pay too much attention to it.

Instead, we concentrated our forces in the centre around the river-forest, and this was where
we intended to break through.



WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED;

We pressed forward to the river, hoping to cross as quickly as we could, and he ahle to use our
superior melee ability before the Americans routed us with their withering musketry. However, on my
flank the plan totally and disastrously misfired, and the delay thus caused was to prove our undoing.

What happened could possibly be attributed to my inexperience and the fact that under my command
were troop-types with much variation in speed. My lights, being faster and possessing only one mis
guided thought, that being to get into action as quickly as possible, soon drew ahead of the slow
regulars, and were exposed alone to two American volleys. This was too much for them, and they broke
and ran. Yet still 1 had not learned my lesson. My fusiliers, being unhindered by terrain, also
pulled ahead, and were shot to pieces and routed.

Finally, I realised what I should have done, and took care to bring the rest of my troops up to
gether. (By this time, all of my units had changed formation from column to line). 1 formed up on
the near bank of the river, and prepared to fire a massed volley at the hundred or so Continentals
and Lights on the hill across the river. This ploy worked to a certain extent, and I managed to rout
about 50 poorer-class Americans. I felt then that the time was ripe to try to cross the river.

1 had had 15 Dragoons moving up in support. Now I decided to let them cross the river alone and
sacrifice themselves in order to hold the remaining Americans in melee while my infantry crossed un
hindered. But alas for my plan! The Americans had fiendishly and cunningly concealed a 6-pdr behind
a stone wall, and as my cavalry swept up the slope they found themselves enfiladed with grapeshot and
murdered by massed close range musketry. It reminded me dismally of the charge of the Light Brigade
in the Crimea.

Of my gallant cavalry, needless to say, only two figures reached the enemy. But they did succeed
partly in holding the Yanks - but only until my infantry were in mid—stream. My wet and bedraggled
footsloggers dragged themselves out of the river, to be slaughtered by a hail of musket-balls.

Those that remained staggered valiantly up the hill and had a chance to use their bayonets on the
now-cowering Americans, But - the Yankee units that had been routed now regrouped and were returning.

In the centre, Robert had managed to cioss the river, but had been ambushed by Indians in the
forest. However, liis troops stood firm, and gradually gained the upper hand. All Robin had done was
to exchange shots with small bodies of Americans across the river, and had neither gained nor lost.
A little episode when he failed to get his Scots into action has since become a standing joke in the
Club. But now to leturn to my flank.

Here and in the centre a desperate melee was raging between some of my best troops and the re
turning Yanks. Gradually I began to gain, and when some of my scouts shot the American commander,
victory on my flank was assured. But time was getting on, and as yet we held no objectives bar one;
and we had about 20 minutes in wliich to take them.

The morale check the following round showed that the entire American line had been routed. Our
victorious troops pressed forward, pursuing the rout, but just then time ran out. The Americans, al
though fleeing in disorder with their backs to the enemy, won the game on points; hence my title for
this baltle repoi't.

CONCLUSION;

I hope that other beginners will realise my mistakes, and thus profit - had I known then what I
know now (which is not a great deal more) I am certain that honours for that encounter would have gone
to the British. And that is all tlia t I have to say, and I liope that you have enjoyed reading this.

LEiiLRS - Continued from Page 14

The general theory is Chess is an Indian game, probably invented in the 6th century - possibly
originally a four-handed game. (See Forbes, or Murray's histories of Chess). The late C.H.O'D
Alexander in his "B ik of Chess" says that recentlj' Russian Archaelogists may have unearthed pieces in
Uzbek which might take the game back to the Second Century A.D.

But GO, under its Chinese name of Wei-Chi, is probably twice as old as chess. Pecorini and Shu
in their book on Wei-Chi (written in 1929) say the Chinese date its invention to 2000 B.C. They quote
a reference by Confucious c 600 B.C. and another in ^iOO B.C. Alexander says the game of GO is about
'lOOO years old, and has been traced back to a Chinese Emperor Kieh Kwai (no relation to the famous
bridge!) who reigned 01818-1767 B.C.

Chess has developed many variants; the great Chess of Tamerlane., Chinese, Burmese and the diaboli
cally difficult Japanese version Shogi, which includes a kind of parachute drop with captured pieces,
and many modern variants too!

In lighter vein I see you say "no power on earth" would make you fight to "Middle Earth" rules -
should you not have said "Middle Earth"? A study of Tolkien's creations - "Master of Middle Earth" by
Paul Cocher has just been published by Penguin, and there is also a new work "Tolkien's World" by
Randall Helms. If you get too critical of Middle Earth, take care you don't get Gandalf knocking on
your door, as he did on Bilbos!

Incidentally, that infernally interesting thing of Adams about rabbits "Watership Down", which
has topped the Sunday Times best of paperbacks best sellers for over ;20 weeks, is now becoming a cult
- I wonder what model maker will first produce these rabhits!

Morris's "Welsh Wars of Edward I" is now in print again for the first time since 1951. Although
it was first published at the beginning of the Century it is still a very useful and reliable work -
and our medievalists will find it useful. There seems scope for some interesting wargaming with the
Welsh archers, the Marcher Earls, and the building of the famous castles. W.



SEASTRIKE REVIEV

Keith Rotlnson

This game represents present day naval warfare in a minor theatre of war between two major
powers or medium sized countries. The components include cardboard islands, ship counters, chance
cards, rules and playing aids.

The basic game plays for 1 to 1-|- hours depending on the size of the playing area although one
game I took part in lasted only half a move! In the basic game luck plays an important part", as it
does in real life. A highly enjoyable and 'clean' game results where vessels can disappear in a
blinding flash or frustratingly survive in a veritable barrage of shell, missile.torpedo and air
strike.

For the more complex wargamer there are several optional rules. Two, in particular, can use
fully be added to the basic game. These are rules for hidden submarines and aircraft. If all the
optional rules are applied then the length of the game could increase to as much as three hours. In
this case it is preferable to use a larger playing area. A little more paperwork is involved (l
suggest squared graph paper) but a much more realistic game is achieved.

One unusual, if not unique feature, occurs when each side draws an objective and associated
budget at the beginning of the game. The interest arises out of the interplay between the two
opposing objectives (there are a possible 210 combinations), and a great deal of skill is needed in
choosing a properly balanced force.

A useful series of Appendices indicate the basic contruction of the game, possible variants, and
points values of each ship component. The appendix dealing with designing your own ship is not par
ticularly clear and the use of the following table is suggested:

Represents

Total vessel

2 Long range missile launchers

2 Short range missile launchers

1 pair S.A.M. launchers

1 X 5.25" or 2 X 3.5" to 5.1" Q.F. D.P.
gun

3 No. 5.9" to 8" guns

1 depth charge thrower

1 Asroc or similar launcher

Costs (pts)

1 pt per 100 tons standard dis
placement

12 (22 on subs)

5  (I't on subs)

U - 5 torpedo tubes (guided torpedoes) 5

1 helicopter 18

<S) Short range S.A.M. launcher (twin) 5
2x3"; 4 X 40mm or 8 x 20mm 3

3 points for each different symbol type

I recommend this game whole-heartedly. It shows great care in its development. Several of my
non-naval wargeiming acquaintances have been hooked.

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming: (Obtainable through this magazine).
1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath. ■ \ m d„+i,
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone. \ ^ ^
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (iBcl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks,

armoured cars, etc.,) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (06.00) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefield 55p (02.00),



Must List
Among the most Interesting new features to hit wargaming

in recent months is the HINCHLIFFE models SYSTEM 12, depicted ^
herewith and in the Hinchliffe advert elsewhere in this issue.

In 12mm scale (i.e. the dismounted human figure considered to ^
he 12mm in height) SYSTEM 12 claims to he the first complete ^ ^ f'll. '
all-emhracing collection of model soldiers and scenic effects >' ■
ever to be introduced into the hobby. Everything, men,
horses, guns, roads, rivers, bridges, buildings, etc., etc., ._T
are in this constant scale, available at present in a variety •»«»■
sufficient to adequately represent the French and British
armies of the Napoleonic period - other Napoleonic nations
will be available in due course and then Ancients. Hinchliffe
say they have no idea at the moment what will follow -
"perhaps World War II". The figures themselves are very well
designed and, for their extremely small scale, seem to me to
have just as much detail as a 25mm figure - I am toid by those '.'1
who paint ISmm figures that these smaller scales are far x ^
easier to paint than larger figures but, having no personal lHp|||HI
experience of this, I can give no opinion. It is particularly '
interesting to note that the range includes movement stands ^
that enable two or three figures to be positioned either
side-by-side or in tandem or stands for four that allow two • "TT, v '
figures in f ron ( bnci two behind. The scenic effects include ^
buildings, bridges, wails, gates, fencing or pontoons and
road sections, various types of trees, road and river sections, fords, shell craters, etc., etc. It
seems that these scenic effects come in "red" packs at 50p each which might contain a house or five
sections of wide road. The "yellow" packs at 25p each contain five cavalry or ten infantry or two
guns, etc. . At present the range includes British Line infantry including Rifles and Highlanders,
cavalry (Light Dragoons, Scots Greys and Household Cavalry) and guns, limbers and crews. The French
are represented by Old Guard Grenadiers in various positions and the cavalry include Guard Lancers,
Cuirassier and Grenadier a Cheval. There are also Personality Packs of Wellington and Napoleon and
their Generals or Marshals; and Command Packs of officiers, musicians, Standard Bearers, etc., for
both infantry and cavalry. There is a slight doubt in my mind whether the wargamer will wish to spend
valuable cash on strips of road and river, fences and buildings, preferring to buy figures and manu
facture the scenic effects. But this does not detract from the immense credit that is due to
Hinchliffe Models for their foresight in introducing into the hobby of wargaming a much needed and
seemingly coherent system.

And while all this has been going on, MINIATURE FIGURINES have not been idle, their host of
workers in their subterranean tunnels (I am sure they will forgive me when I say that they always
bring to mind either Santa's workshop or a Middle Earth factory for turning out hosts of instant
eives) have been producing scores of new figures both in their 15mm and their 25mm ranges. Depicted
below is photographic evidence of their industry. In the smaller scale one can now obtain Command
strips which include officers, standard bearers and musicians. Among those specified are three
figures strips of mounted Royalists, Roundheads, Prussian Uhlan and Landwehr; there are also Infantry
Command strips. Then there is a very nice Gaiioper gun kit with horsemen. As their advert indicates,
the MINIATURE FIGURINES 25mm ranges have been re-designed and extended. New additions include an
American War of Independence series which inciudes British and American troops, pipers and drummers
of the Black Watch, Command figures such as Washington and Cornwallis and a range of Indians with
great potentialities as they include Huron, Mohican, Iroquois, Senega and Cayuga among others. The
inevitable Napoleonic range includes a number of fine new re-makes of earlier moulds calculated to
bring great dissatisfaction to those of us who have hordes of the earlier models. The new figures
include British Line infantrymen, riflemen and Highlanders plus additions to both British and French
cavalry ranges; these include a British Dragoon with a sword raised and a Scots Grey, plus horse and
line artillery riders. In kit form come some new Napoleonic field artillery including a French 8pdr
field gun and limber and a British 9pdr field gun and limber.

GREENWOOD AND BALL have some new figures out this month and I am told that they are of a very
high standard. Always noted for the excellence of their Ancient and Mediaeval range, the latest
Normans and Saxons are very interesting. A neglected but most colourful wargaming period is that of
the Seven Years War and the new British, Prussian, French and Hanoverian infantry will be a delight
when painted up.



This is an absolutely wonderful month for new figures as most of the best manufacturers have
brought out their "Spring List" with innumerable delights to tantalise both tastes and purse. PHOENIX
h'ave put out a pack of three 25mm "Command Group" of a British Line infantry officer with drawn sword,
a drummer and a standard bearer 1815 that is claimed by a competent reviewer to be "the most intricate
ly detailed and cleverly animated figures .... probably the best thing in this scale we have ever seen."
Moulded in pewter (as are all the Phoenix models these days) the figures are immensely well detailed
with belts and epaulette segments clearly defined. The pack sells at 35p.

Ray Seaton of WARRIOR has been working hard turning out some new 25mm Dark Ages figures, listed
in full in their advert in this issue, this range of Goths and other figures can also be used to re
present Franks, Saxons and Vikings. I have always liked the style and positioning of Warrior figures;
they possess a quite singular and distinctive appearance when painted up and I always feel that this
is a very good selling point if one can, without being too much of an expert, recognise a particular
make at a glance. Lacking the resources of the bigger firms, smaller groups such as WARRIOR add much
to the hobby and, if they were forced from the scene by the present economic situation, the resulting
"monopoly" situation might eventually be to the wargamer's detriment. Designers like Ray Seator and
Peter Laing do not just put out figures, they devote their lives to lovingly conceiving, designing and
producing their own specialised concept of soldiers of all ages. None of them make more than a bare
living at it and they are to be commended on their devotion and industry.

PETER LAlNGjWhom I have just mentioned,now has an extensive catalogue available at Bp. Peter has
certainly gone a long way in a short time and his available range is very extensive and includes
Marlburian of the campaigns of 1700-1730 with foot, cavalry and well represented artillery train. This
series can be extended to cover the Jacobite Rebellions of 1715-17A5 by figures from the "1000 Series"
or with the Civil War series to cover Montrose's Army. Then there are Feudals, covering both armoured
and unarmoured foot figures of European forces plus Saracens which enable that seemingly neglected war-
gaming period, the Crusades, to be attempted. The Ancients is a popular and expanding series which
provides Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, Romans and Gallic troops in foot, cavalry, chariots, camels plus
elephants and ballistas. The English Civil War and the Thirty Years War can be used to cover all
European warfare in the 17th century and if you have not seen this range painted up with phalanxes of
pikemen flanked by musketeers then you may not realise how colourful they can be. Topically, Peter
has a very fine range of American Revolution figures which, using items from the Marlburian period, can
be extended to cover European warfare of the period. I find particular interest in one of his strong
est series - the Colonials which gives perhaps the most extensive available range of figures to cover
the British Army in its 19th century campaigns because, as my friend Doug Johnston will appreciate, it
not only gives the British but also the Indian and Egyptian armies plus all their numerous foes such
as Boers, Zulus, Dervishes, hillmen, etc., etc. There are foot and cavalry, mountain guns, field guns,
Gatling, Gardner and Maxim guns in the series. For some reason Peter's serial numbers dart about so
that the Crimean War and Mediaevals come after World War 1! Nevertheless, this does not detract from
the excellence of their ranges - the former including British, Russian, French and Turkish troops
whilst the Mediaevals, covering warfare in the lAth and 15th centuries, includes besides foot and
cavalry, early artillery, battering rams, scaling ladders and trebuchets. Finally, there is the World
War I series covering the Western Front in the early days of the war so that the wargamer can conduct
campaigns when the fighting was still fluid, before there was a continuous line of trenches stretching
from Switzerland to the North Sea. This range includes British, French and German infantry, cavalry
and artillery. LAING figures do not just put out the bare necessities but also include fine ranges of
"Command" figures with standard bearers, musicians and officers plentifully available. Like all the
other designers, Peter has been working hard during the Winter and his catalogue supplement for May

1975 includes a considerable range of Ancients and Middle Ages figures and includes chariots, armoured
camel lancers and elephants with howdahs. I have just received a most interesting revealing letter
from Peter himself, dealing with the 2^ years that he has been in business and typically making ful
some noises of gratitude to all those from whom he has received help. There is not room to publish
his letter herewith but 1 will put it in the next Newsletter because I am sure that this insight into
what makes one of the smaller designers tick will be of interest to readers and, it is hoped, will
persuade them that these lads are well worthy of support.

There are so many makers around these days and the availability of figures is so extensive that
perhaps there is not the same feeling of anticipation and excitement when there arrives on the scene
a new box of AIRFIX OO/HO scale wargames figures. I suppose this is understandable but nevertheless
regrettablebecause for the price, there simply cannot be any better designed figures than those of
the Airfix range. This is well upheld by their latest box of Grenadiers of the French Imperial Guard
which brings to a total of eight the Waterloo sets in this scale. This set contains AS pieces de
picting the Grenadiers in a variety of realistic battle poses, kneeling, firing, advancing with
bayonets fixed, standing firing, loading, etc. Moulded in grey plastic, the set consists of one
officer, one drummer, one Eagle bearer, 2 sentries in greatcoats, 2 men with pikes, 2 men pointing, 2
casualties, 5 standing firing and kneeling firing, plus other figures kneeling, marching, charging,
advancing, clubbing and loading muskets. 1 am told that the general opinion is that this is a very
fine set and although the figures, being about 22mm in height, (about the same as the other figures
in this series) are much slimmer and slighter in build so the idealist will not be able to use them
with the chunkier metal figures. Nevertheless, there are innumerable conversion possibilities such
as Guard artillery and French Line figures before 1812. The illustration shows the full range painted
up. (See photograph overleaf).

Airfix have also recently issued a Scorpion Armoured Reconnaissance vehicle in OO/HO scale; a kit
containing 65 highly detailed pieces which actually reproduce the armaments, tracks, and searchlight in
the turret and all the other fine detail and riveting. There are detailed assembling instructions
and full colour details in this kit which costs 25p. The kit also includes optional parts for a
Scimitar armed with Rarden 30mm gun which, along with the Spartan, Striker, Saltern, Samaritan and
Sampson is a member of the Scorpion family of vehicles. Another Airfix product is the 1:1200 scale
snap-together Waterline Construction Kit of 2 "Tribal" class destroyers, any two of the 16 ships in
this class can be constructed from the pack although perhaps the best known is HMS Cossack. For 25p
this 20-part kit moulded in grey polystyrene gives a wealth of detail in the armaments that lie on
the deck of the destroyer and the kits can be assembled in a matter of minutes so that wargamers who



wish to use them in their Naval battles can
get them into action with a minimum of delay.

op^onents^in^^^
American readers will probably be inter

ested to hear of a new line of 25mm American

Revolution miniatures which comprises 20 different figures with a promise of an eventual range of over
200. They are designed by Andy Chernak and are called GRENADIER FIGURES - I have no other information
about them.

I must admit to being a bit shaken when confronted with the latest list of LEICESTER MICRO MODELS
products. Beginning with a whole set of different rules ranging from tank and naval through gladiators,
wizards, World War II, Napoleonic, American Civil War and World War I and World War T1 coastal warfare,
culminating in a boxed game CONVOY. Their 1:300 range of scale aircraft includes all the best known
aircraft in World War II with the promise of some lesser known types to come and a ic.ern range which
includes the Harrier, Phantom, etc., etc. Their well known range of 1:300 scale n<tal micro tanks
includes every known tank, armoured car, self-propelled gun and soft vehicle (even including Hitler s
Staff car) of World War II plus an increasing range of post World War 11 material. For sheer realism
when carrying out modern wargaming this is the range to use and Micro Models were the English pioneers
in it. They have a fine range of LEICESTER MICRO SHIPS in 1:1200 scale which includes all the best
known vessels of World Wars I and II, ranging from the smallest to the largest.

This seems to be a month of innovations and good ideas and not the least of them is the recently
issued HUMBROL AUTHENTICARD. The two I have seen cover Prussian Napoleonic Cavalry and the Junkers
JU87B-1, JU87R-^2/Trop and JU87-D-5, Each bears half a dozen coloured drawings on the front showing
the uniform and/or equipment colouring plus badges, insignias, etc., whilst on the reverse are
historical and battle details of the subject of the card plus, perhaps most important, -olour notes
which include Humbrol Authentic Colour references with the colour number of the nearest equivalent in
the Humbrol range is shown where applicable. This seems to me to be an inexpensive and remarkably
accurate source of easy reference for the wargamer.

SKIRMISH WARGAMES,those arch-enthusiasts who give so much to the hobby, have imported from
America an exciting new science-fiction boardgame EMPIRE 1. The spiel that goes with the advertising
handout reads as follows "In 1985 Earth developed an interstellar drive and ships that would take men
to the stars. By 2164 through colonisation Earth's populace dwindled to 30-million The Galaxy moved
into the shadow of four new superpowers, Antares, Crate Armada, Chroma Raphael and Star Concord - all
bent on EMPIRE. Up to 4 players can be involved, each superpower exploring and fortifying new star-
systems, building up econ factors, designing new and more lethal space ships and launching task forces
to assault enemy fleets and systems. The game consists of a three-colour mapsheet 22 x 28 of the
battle area with a hex grid for movement and combat. The units and ships are die-cut card counters.
Rules include Production, Colonising Missions, Invasions, Alliances, etc. Lift off for the stars and
the conquest of a Galaxy! Price £2.50p including postage in U.K. only." Needless to say SKIRM^H
WARGAMES also can supply Lou Zocchi's ALIEN SPACE plus their new OLD WEST SKIRMISH RULES and rules
for THE COLONIAL SKIRMISH - if you haven't fought Individual Wargames then you haven t lived.

In this issue is a review of the game SEA STRIKE - a bit belated but then I only just received
it from Keith Robinson of Leicester Micro Models. The WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP are an enterprising
lot who are spreading out in other directions as you will see from the review ot
CHINESE CHESS. They tell me that they have another publication ARMIES OF THE GREEK AND PERSIAN WARS
in their usual format and including campaign drawings and also quite an interesting section on
Hoplite drill and formations. This is another small, highly specialised and devoted group who have
done a lot for the hobby and deserve support.

Obtainable from REN-MODELS from Cambridge is the new Japanese made Fujimi 1:76 scale Russian
T34/85. This highly successful 85mm gun armed version of the T34, is still in service with several
Warsaw Pact and Middle Eastern countries today. It is cleanly moulded in dark green plastic and fits
together well - costs 60p. From the same source is another Fujimi model of the Russian SU85 tank
destroyer, based on the famous T34 chassis, the SU85 was similar in appearance to the German Jagd
Panther aAd, like most self-propelled anti-tank guns of the Second World War, was an improvised means
of mounting a heavier gun on a tried and proven chassis. Costing 60p this kit is moulded in dark
green plastic with excellent detail and lack of flash so that the parts fit easily in accordance with
the instruction sheet.

The photographs on page 19 are reproduced by courtesy of MILITARY MODELLING MAGAZINE to whom
acknowledgements and thanks are given.



BOOK

REVIEWS

McElwee'. my interpretation of this period w he nothing ^ ^
like so complete. This hook is not a liistory of war hut of the development of the art of warfare,
coverine that era when there were more military technological changes than in any other period oi time.
Just pause for a moment and conceive warfare as we know it in 1815 and up to the Crimea (because . ere
was very little change in that period) through such wars as that in America 1860-1865; between the
Russians and the Turks in 1877; the rise of the Prussian Empire against Austria in 1866 and France in
1870/71; the American invasion of Spanish Cuba in 1898; Britain's weary struggle against the Boers in
1899-1902 and the Japanese campaign in Manchuria and Korea against the Russians in 1905. temporarily,
the list ends there because, as the author so ably explains, the Siege of Port Arthur and the huge
land battles of that conflict were but a throwback to the Siege of Sebastopol in 185'i, but with more
powerful weapons whilst the land battles were fought on the pattern of those of the Franco-Prussian
War of 1870. Every page of this most readable book exposes the moribund outlook of military thought
so that we come to that greatest of conflicts, t;-e First World War of 191^-1918, to find that, rather
than being a fantastically advanced and modern conflict, the hidebound thinking of those in control
causes them to so ignore the lessons of past wars as to quite unnecessarily prolong that conflict with
gross casualties which have subsequently changed the course of the world. However, many years ago,
in the early days of Wargamer's Newsletter, I remember writing an article about the anachronistic
manner in which we used cavalry in the Horse-and-Musket period - repeatedly charging them in and out
simply because it delighted our wargaming minds and because we all had the cavalry so they had to be
used' If I had previously read this book then I might well have saved a lot of money by not buying ex
pensive horse mounted figures and a lot of time in painting them. The reader will find from the pages
of this book that if you can throw cavalry in against infantry in the Horse-and-Musket period then,
satisfying as you may find it, please acknowledge the fact that your rules are wrong! Similarly, if
your infantry formations, even your most favoured Guard regiments, are able to make successful frontal
assaults on infantry armed with modern (second-half of the 19th century) rifles then your rules also
need revising although, in the light of what has been said in this month's Editorial, il may no
difficult to find alternative means of attack within the restricting confines of the normal wargames
table,

It will be difficult to find a better guide and mentor than William McElwee and the opinions he
has expressed so clearly and capably in this book. He gives not one, not two but dozens of illustra
tions and examples of such militaryiallacies as the effectiveness of cavalry in warfare of the late
19th century and a relative invincibility of infantry armed with rifles when under the protection
of earthworks and entrenchments. These things have all been said before in perhaps more technical
and less readable terms but rarely have they been placed before the military reader (and the wargamer
in particular)in such a wealth of detail yet with a contrived brevity that enables such a vast and
comprehensive period of warfare to be covered by one book.

Of course, the period covered by this volume could probably be called the "Age of Moltke" because
it was the thinking of this German commander that dominated the military world for half a century,
just as that of Napoleon and Frederick the Great had dominated earlier ages. As the age developed
along with it came the repeater rifle, the breech-loading gun, the machine-gun, horse transport was
superseded by modern motor vehicles and finally the tank. On the sea, there was a complete revolution
in both the construction of naval vessels and in their guns and gunnery so that whilst the age under
review began in Nelson's Victory-style, it ended with Jackie Fisher's Dreadnoughts. Aircraft arrived
and gradually transformed themselves from agents of reconnaissance to lethal weapons and in a brief
period of 15 years - . the American balloon at San Juan Hill that brought unwelcome enemy fire down
on the infantry beneath, was replaced by highly mobile and fast moving aircraft piloted by most
competent and daring young men ^ho ^ere capable of destroying each other in the air or affecting
ground operations hy means of strafing or homhing.

Indeed, times and methods changed but men remain • the same, vulnerable both physically and
mentally to the dangers that face them. Their commanders still had to display the same old virtues
of leadership, courage and skill of manoeuvre whilst adapting their strategy and. tactics to cope with
the seemingly ceaseless and bewildering changes. Generally speaking they quite failed to meet this
challenge and it is the manner of their failure that the author so ably describes in his book. It
has been said that you cannot understand the events of today and tomorrow unless you are familiar with
those of the past - the overwhelming truth of this statement is reflected in almost every page of
THE ART OF WAR as general after general repeats the mistakes that brouglt disaster to his predecessors.



Ignoring for reasons of their own or failing to appreciate through sheer lack of intelligence those
factors which were revolutionising warfare. Mr. McElwee very ably constructs, step-by-step, his
narrative to illustrate how one war leads to another and, in this dynamic period, how everything that
happened in the wars from the Crimea to the Russo-Japanese conflicts were but stepping-stones that
inevitably led to the vast and disastrous stalemate of the Western Front from 191k to 1918.

This is a thought-provoking and fascinating book which should be read by every wargamer who wants
to achieve a reasonable degree of realism and authenticity in his table-top battles. If you are quite
happy to plough on re-fighting the American Civil War in the manner of Fontenoy, then this book will
demoralise and frustrate you but if you want to achieve accurate rules and concepts of the potentiali
ties of infantry and artillery fire-power and how they are affected by the environment and conditions,
then beg, buy, borrov; or steal a copy of THE ART OP WAR; WATERLOO TO HONS by William McElwee.

THE VICTORIAN ARMY in Pliotographs by David Clammer. (9f" x 72"; 96 pages. David and Charles -
£k. ̂OfTTi

If you are intcj'ested in tiio Victorian Army and tlie 200 odd small
wars, campaigns and punitive expeditions fought during tlie 19th century
then you will find lliis Ijook of the greatest interest. Packed with photo-
graplis taken by tlie earliest war plio tograpiiers, such as Roger Fenton,
Felice Beato a>id J.Burke, it is an amazingly clear record of Britain's
ai'iny and its wai's during a most stimulating period. Many of the photo-
graplis are exti-emely old and i at ei i-s I i ng sindi as tiiat on the I'iglit of
Colin Campbel l and his (hiief o I' Slal i', (ieneral Mansfield. There is much SjJL
of the irj-eatesl value in the way ol nnifoiins, arms, Equipment, artillery,
etc., el(-., but o\('i' and aboxe i liat, i'o ' tiie book intensely stimiilat- j|2|^
ing to the imairi na t i on. To read of the liiil I inn nun being used in Asiianti
in ls7t| iiini Ziilii i ctnd in I s7') js one thing but to see a pliotograph of it
in act ion is qti i le anol iiei- iiuftl'M-; We Lav til l heard of the Secundra
Battli, ihe forl i l' itHi pti l iK-e in Lucknow stormed in November 1877 by tiie 97rc!
11 i eli 1 ande rs, this book eiuit.itins ti pholonrctph of it , fronted by a courtyai'd
l i t teretl xvi t li bones tind skti l ls of some of the 2,t)(tii tittitinous Sepoys wTio wore liilled there. There are
photoni-aphs ot l ite l);i t t I e f i e I d <i t 1 saiidti I wana and Korke's Drift; tiie gate stormed at Magdala during
Napier's Abyssini iiit extiedi t ioti ot isi.V; the Sherpur <-iintotititent at Kabul diti'ing the Afghanistan
eaiit|iii i tin of l'-7U; infantry ti. iiieli ine nitiis i it act ion at the Battle of Otndurman in 1898. If 1 have
iitiy misnix i iins alioii t t ti i s hoidx they l ie jn i lie fac t that I had seen most of tlie photographs before '
anil wondered whethei- i t mjelit ii 1 1 tiax e been pissible t.o obtain a similarly representative but lesser
known set, I also t ltoiiiiht the tiaok xias a l i t t le expetisive but then the cost or reproducing these

u'ratihs in this xery clear style must haxe been enoi'titous. For me, one photograph exemplified the
progress ot mi l i tary thoniiht in t iie Bri t ish Army of tlie time (and In subsequent days) when, on
■p', I tazed at a picture of a ki t i tispee t i on in |s<)(r. I was fascinated to note that the folding
bedstead vi th i ts t iiree "hiscni ts" (a form of mat tress) with the kit laid out was exactly the
a- that on which I slept in jei rit i t hti l l '2 al h. ■t'oal Armonied Corjis Depot, Bovington Camp.,

■ I , in Septerlier iu~u atld I I ;m n iiix 1^ i I out i ti exiie 11 y the same titanner - less kilt and sporran of

I Hit AM) SniNF: i :.( .Seieinc of 1
;  ■-i plio I orfaph s atld I i ne drawin

lot tress Wai l are ItitiO-lStiO by Cliri s toiiber Duffy.
n2s. Dax id and Charles - l'5.97p).

(10" X 7"; 207

Hax tnii (• laiii liered ovei more cast les and torts I (-an rectal I and assiduously lolloxved David Chandler
oxei sin h wet t ixiiown tiirtresses as Namiir, Cnidad liodi'igo, Almeida, Burgos and San Sebastian, I can
<  l iiim t il liiixc a fairly close aetitta i it t atiee wi l li til ls type of ml 11 tajy building. Nevertheless, I have
nex'er f it i I ed to lie mi iiht i ly impressed lix I tie I1i2.l1 degree ol science inxolved both In building these
ji laees and in liesie^in^ them - eaeti aspect possessinii its own language and terminology which, to the
tin i It i t i a t ed, represents a mass of i .e unnsnal iiitmes. No longer is there any need to be baffled
lieeatise tliis is tlie COMPLETE t (\t Imok oil al l aspects ol fortress warfare and sieges. Intensely In-
teresti ti.2 and s t Imtt I a I i n;!; Iiot li to mi l i tarisi antl wtiriiamers. I t is made even moreso to tlie latter by
Appetidl .x 7 wli ieli desej i ljes, eompletc w i t it e.xeellent pho t' )gra|ilis, bow to carry out a fortress wargame
aloim very real ist ic and qui le teebnieti l l ines. It is not possible to authentically reproduce warfare
in tiie 171 11 and |stli conliirjes witliont .rntual ly becoming involved in siege warfare and the majority
of wafHaiiiers have more t itan ii site;i\in2 desire In mount a siege on the' i ;ili l i • top and fight It out. Un-
fiir t iiiiit t el y it rarely nets Itey otui >1 dream, probably itettaii.se of tlio difficulty of pursuing such a
course xxitiiin the restricted i Imits of t lie taltie—fop but tilso becaitso of the lack of knowledge and,

s  I Im;, III- I . i ll 1 n;. Mi l 111 else, a (omprelteiis i ve and readily workable set of rules. Inspired by the
text, liril i iait ptiotigrapbs and x'xcel lent draxvlngs contained in Cliils Duffy's book, the wargamer can
now set cibout achieving his long pent up wislt - in fact, recently here in Southampton veteran wargamer
Ron Miles Inti 1 t a Vauban-type fortress tliut occtipiett an entire room! Subsequently It was besieged and
the operations tliat resulted (involving a number of fe better informed wargamers in the area) were
pursued for tiiauy months. 1 am sure tliat Hoti would liax'e found FIRS AND STONE to have given him an even
better idea of xvliat it was all about than tliat to wliicli he worked. 1 cannot praise this book too highly
and found it iilmost itnpossiblr! to lay down once 1 had started to read it.

THE INDIAN ARMY by T.A.HeathcoLe. (10" x 7"; 215 pages; 23 plates and photographs; 6 maps and
Ik tables. David and Cliarl es - £7.25p).

l+h +l.i> W ■ ' • vV.
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as such more thail fulfils the already superlative standard established by this series (which is
edited by the author of the book reviewed above this). The colourful Indian Army has always been a
source of great interest and inspiration to military collectors and, backed by nostalgia for glorious
days long past, will probably continue to be so. But there was more than colour to it, there was
courage, dash, sublime confidence and a sense of destiny that enabled a force of some 75,000 British
soldiers and 150,000 Indian troops under British officers to hold a sub-Continent of : _ 1,600,000
square miles with a population of kOO millions. A complete record of the Indian Army in its classical
period - a force that had no counterpart - this book covers every possible aspect of its subject deal
ing with the historical and administrative setting; the organisation of the Army and the High Command;
the fighting arms; the supporting troops; the reserves; the Indian soldier; the officers; the European
soldier; and then covering operations in Southern Afghanistan, July-September 1880 plus the Order of
battle for the Indian Army 1857 and 1906. This is rounded off with a very complete glossary and a
fine bibliography. Although quite familiar, the illustrations are admirable, consisting of many of
the famous water colours by A.C.Lovett that illustrate McMunn's book "The Army of India", plus litho
graphs by J.Harris after Henry Martens, plus some well-known paintings and a number of early photo
graphs of elephant-drawn artillery, etc. A wargamer interested in Colonial warfare will find this
book invaluable as it will allow him to clothe and equip his native regiments, to accurately scale-
down their numbers and to use them in the relatively unique manner in which they so competently carried
out their duties in defending "the brightest jewel in the British crown".

HSIANG CHI - The Chinese Game of Chess by Terence Donnelly. (Wargames Research Group Production
- Stiff paper back - 7kpy.

This is an interesting new venture by the Group. They are widening their interests from produc
ing rules for wargames played with miniature figures, and the board wargames of the type produced by
Avalon Hill and similar firms, into the older games, such as Chess and GO, which were in their origin
wargames, but gradually became analogues of actual warfare.

Chess, in its original form of Chaturanga an Indian Wargame, has over the centuries since its in
vention c 600 A.D. developed in various ways: into Western Chess as we know it, and into other forms
such as Burmese, the difficult Japanese Shoyi, and Chinese Chess. And while the ordinary Western
player is usually satisfied with the standard form of the game he knows, there have been many variants
such as the Four-handed game, Hexagonal Chess and "Fairy Chess" to mention only a few.

In this respect Chess differs from its rival GO (the Chinese Wei Chi, which seems scarcely to have
changed at all since its invention possibly as far back as 1500 B.C. or earlier).

Chinese Chess is particularly well adapted as a link between wargaming and chess. Falkner says
in "Games Ancient and Oriental" - "From one of its names which means 'game of the science of war' it
is considered to have its origin in an imitation of actual war." Although a claim has been made for
an origin as early as 200 B.C. there seems little doubt that it originated much later from Chaturanga.
Although at first sight the game appears complicated, it is in fact simpler than either Western Chess
at Master level; and, since it has little opening theory, one is spared either the amount of |book'
theory required for Chess or the profound strategical thought that lies behind che apparent simplicity
of GO.

Though a small book it is comprehensive, and the instructions are simple and clear. An ideal in
troduction to an entertaining game where wargamer and Chess player can meet on common ground.

The Wargames Research Group are to be congratulated on expanding into this fresh and entertaining
field. The book comes complete with folding board and men in a pocket at the back, and both wargamers
and Chess players will find it an entertaining and pleasant change from their regular activities.

W.T.Thurbon.

5mm WARGAMING - Continued from Page 11. ,

I convert our limbers from the ancient chariots. The top of the chariot is cut off and the
nearside horse removed and placed in front of the offside horse. Two figures from a cavalry block
are then cut off and fixed in place as the nearside horse and drivers. We reckon the 12 horse figures
of a battery's teams as 2k figures or 96 real horses. We may have to reconsider this if ever I get
round to making caissons, which would greatly improve the appearance of the battlefield. When the
gun-teams have suffered casualties the surviving horses can only move guns represented by an equal
number of gunners.

Of course we have to keep a record of casualties, as individual figures cannot be removed from
the blocks. As we have to do this in any case, someone may ask why we do not simply calculate
casualties in real men, as is done in the Wargame Research Group rules. The main reason is that we
find it easier to calculate the effect of artillery fire in figures, as we are using a modified
version of the system described in the Newsletter of December 1973.

As far as rules are concerned, we found no necessity to make any basic changes from 20mm games.
Of course we had to reduce ranges and move-distances in proportion, but we only increased the time
represented by a move to one minute. We take several moves together more often than in the 20mm
game, but we still feel that time-scale in wargames must be built round the time that it takes to
load and fire a musket or cannon once.

There is one device that we have decided to adopt. We use two types of stands, one for the 6
blocks of an infantry battalion in close column of companies and one for the 3 blocks of a cavalry
squadron in line. (incidentally, cavalry formations have a much more realistic appearance in a 5mm
wargame). We found it difficult to keep thack of battalions of the same nationality or squadrons
of the same regiment, so we have fixed little round labels under each stand showing the battalion
and regimental number in the case of infantry and the squadron number in the case of cavalry.



LOOKING AROUND

The following journals have heen received and contain listed articles considered to be of Inter
est and value to wargamers.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - May 1975.

ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH JOURNAL - Spring 1975.

Napoleonic Solo Wargamlng.
Modelling Fictional Figures.
Renaissance Warfare - E.C.W.

News for the Wargamer.
Figure, Kit, Book reviews.

ARQUEBUSIER (Plke and Shot Society) - March/April 1975 - Fortifications for the Wargeuner.
Wargames Army Lists.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.8: No.h.

(Naval Wargames Society)

BULLETIN OF CLUB FRANCAIS DE LA FIGURINE

HISTORIQUE - January 1975.

New World War II Rules.

Battle of Malplaquet.
Organisation of Infantry.
Animation of Model Horses.

COURIER - Vol.VII: No.l. Wargamlng the Mexican War.
American Revolution Bibliography.
Dark Ages Wargame.
Cavalry Tactics.
Field guns In Wargames (A.C.W.).
Restrictions of Wargames tables.
Articles on Rules.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - February 1975. Close Support Aircraft Role In World War II.
Extensive book reviews.

MILITARY MODELLING - May 1975.

NORSEMAN - April 1975.
(Manchester Area Wargame Society)

PANZERFAUST - No.66

RANK AND FILE - April 1975.
(Tunbrldge Wells Wargame Society)

SOLDIER - May 1975.

-  Knights In Medieval Warfare.
Writing Wargames Rules (by Phil Barker).
Extensive reviews of latest Items.

- Model Reviews.

AFVs still In use.

- Yom Klppur War (in depth)
Much on Board games.

- Wargame Reports.
Latest plastic kits.
Early Republican Roman Wargames Army.

-  The modern army, plus extensive military L.P. and
book reviews.

SWORD AND LANCE - No.7.

T^KETTE - No.10: No.l.
(Miniature AFV Association)

VEDETTE Spring 1975.

WAR MONTHLY - No.16.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - Mar/April 1975

GUIDON - No.^. 197^. (Miniature Figure
Collectors of America).

Soldiers of Pharaonlc Egypt.
Painting without tears.
Boardgames.
Figure, book, rules reviews.

Illustrated "tank" articles.

Reviews.

- Hobby Tips.
Waigame Corner.
New Flats.

Russian Infantry Colours 1812-15.

Seine Crossings 19kk.
Wlngate and Chlndlts.
Galllpoll.
China V Japan 1937.

-  Boardgame ++. Particularly for Alrwargames and
game designers.

-  Painting Models; New -i-Flats.



NOTICE BOARD
1,000 Napoleonic 20mm metal figures for sale. British and French Infantry advancing. Absolute

bargain at £A.50p per 100 postage free. P.Johnstone, Flat 3, 30A Craven Terrace, London W.2.

ooOoo

The Miniature Figure Collectors of America (MFCA) has Its 1975 Annual Wargames Convention on
June 21, 1975, at the MacMoreland Center of Weldner College In Chester, Pennsylvania. Formerly
occurring In the Fall of each year, the Twelfth Annual Convention has been moved to June 21 In order
to take advantage of the extensive facilities of the MacMoreland Conference Centre.

This year, as In the past, the Convention's activities are divided Into three major categories:
(l) Wargames demonstrations; (2) Symposium discussion groups In a variety of Interesting areas; and,
(3) displays and awards for well painted wargame armies. Enhancing the appeal of the Convention, a
large number of manufacturers and vendors of figures, models, books and uniform plates will be
present, as well as the famous flea market. Write to Jim Womer, 918 Harry St., Conshohocken, Pa.
19^28, U.S.A. for Information.

ooOoo

H.E.Buxton of Little Orchard, Middle Hill, Englefleld Green, Surrey TW20 OJR, would like to meet
a group of wargamers In his area (or In Central London) preferably Interested In the Napoleonic
period.

ITEW RELEASES FECM

Gallic musioian

Pictlsh spearman
Piotish archer

Plctish jevelinman
Prankish spearman
Prankish axeman

Phrygian spearman
Phrygian axeman
Roman republican hastatus
Roman republican princeps
Roman republican velite
Roman republican standard bearer
Carthaginian citizen spearman
Carthaginian standard bearer
Pictish cavalryman
Republic Reman heavy cavalryman
E gyptian chariot
Egyptian chariot horse (2 reqd)
Armoured elephant & howdah

Dismounted knight with axe
Scottish spearman kneeling

PETER LAING'S 15mm ANCIENTS RANGE

4p P441 Libyan spearman
4p P442 Libyan javelinman
4p P443 Numidian infantry javelinman
4p F444 Spanish caetratus
4p P445 Spanish scutarius

4p P446 Egyptian heavy infantryman
4p P447 Rgyptian light infantryman
4p P448 E gyptian light archer
4p P449 Egyptian officer

4p F45O Egyptiein phalanx spearman
4p P45I Sherden (sea pirate)
4p P452 Nubian archer

4p P453 Nubian spearman
4p U4IO Hun cavalryman
8p M412 Roman (2nd cent AD)heavy cavalry
8p M4I4 Numidian light cavalryman
12p A4I8 Egyptian chariot crew
6p A42O Armoured camel lancer
24p

HEW MEDIEVALS

4p P9II Scottish spearman standing
4p

CASH WITH ORDER POST & PACKAGE EXTRA SEND lOP FOB LIST & SAMPLE FIGURE

ORDERS UP TO & INCLUDING £1 ADD 14p £2 ADD 15p £3 ADD 17p £4 ADD 19p £5 ADD21p
ORDERS OVER £5 POST FREE

PETER LAING, MINDEN, SUTTON ST. NICHOLAS, HEREFORD HRI 3BD

FOR SALE: Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to February
197^4, 20p each or 9 for £1.50p (U.S.A./Canada 50c each or 9 for $4.00 plus 30c Bank Handling charge).
All prices Include postage. Don Featherstone, 69 Hill 'Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD, England. Back
numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER from March 1974 can be obtained from TRADITION, IBS Piccadilly,
London WIV 9DA, at 30p Including postage. Full year (March 1974-February 1975) £2.50p Including
postage.

FOR WARGAMES, COLLECTOR'S

PIECES, etc.

FOR ALL THINGS COLLECTABLE

EMPLOY AND ENJOY THE SERVICES OF

AN EXPERT.

STEPHEN P. WRIGHT

The Wakefleld Coin and Stamp Centre

7 Silver Street, Wakefleld. Tel. 72510

CLOSED WEDNESDAY



fffl HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
LLaJ MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

The new concept
in wargaming

aki 1

QmATl'
\ SAys JOHNl£IGH
A CHAIRMAN Of matCHESTER.

WARGmmsoaETY Jf 74^ /'"•

That's the opinion of one Wargamer. Many others have seen
System 12 and say the same. Why don't you look into
System 12; you might be surprised!

Please write for a full Price List, lOp plus postage.

We recommend ■Ij for all our products



JACKLEX FIGURES BRITISH 20inm

tl)E mobel
Queen Victoria's Sailors - Naval Landing Party

Seaman Advancing — ®1 Seaman Rifle At Trail - N5
Seaman" Standing Firing - N2 Naval Officer Advancing - N4

Send S.A.E. For Catalogue Of Full Range

HINCHLIFFE25 mm

FOOT 9p Each MOUNTED 21p
MF3 11th-12th century croubowman
MF4 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with

spear

MF6 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with
sword

MF7 11 th-12th century armoured Inf. with
halberd

WARGAME RESEARCH GROUP, ARMIES
AND ENEMIES OF EGYPT AND ASSYRIA

£2.30

ANCIENT WARGAMES RULES 1000 BC-
1000 AD 80p

ARMOUR/INF. RULES 90p

NEW FROM BLANDFORD

BOOKS

ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR II <1.
UNIFORMS OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS £1.

20 mm HINCHLIFFE EQUIPMENT

WORLQ WAR II

20/22 German W.W.II iO.Scm Light Field HewicMr L/21
20/23 German W.W.II I50<m Nebel Werftr
20'24 German W.W.tl 7.5cm Lt. Inf. Gun
20/25 German W.W.II 7.5cm Pak 40
20'2b German W.W.Ii 8.8cm Pak 43
20/27 Britifh W.W.il 17 pdr
20/28 German Hanoring £
20/29 Britith W.W.II 7!7 Howkter £

GARRISON 25 mm

FOOT FIGS Tip MOUNTED Itp

ASSYRIA

AI Officer
A2 Infaniryman armoured, ipcar and ihitid, itucklng
A3 infantryman armoured in reserve
A4 Standard Bearer
AS Archer armoured, firing bow
A6 Unarmoured Archer
AT Infantry, full mail armour, tpear, ihield end bow in cue
A6 Infantry unarmoured, apcar and shield, attacking
A9 Siinger unarmoured
ACI Cavalry Officer
AC3 Cavalryman armoured with spear end shield
SI9 Assyrian Heavy Chariot and Crew

Standard Bearer
Officer

Drummer
Ciiixen lit Clui helf-ermeured, with tpe*^ ind thield in
reserve

Ciiisen Spearman lit Class atteeking with ipeer
Citizen Spearman 2nd Class attacking
Stinger. Balearic Mercenary
Libyan unarmourcd, spear end shield ettecklng
Spanish Scutris with heavy javelin shield
Cavalry Officer
Cavalry Standard Bearer
Cavalryman half-armoured, spear and ihield
Spanish Cavalry with spear and shield
War Elephant and Crew

Gl Officer wearing Corinthian deuble*creited helmec
G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite wearing Corinthian helmet. In reaerve
G4 Hoplice
GS Trumpeter
G4 Peitast with apeer end ihield
G7 Siinger
G8 Archer
GIO Spartan Hoplltc In ruerve

GI3 Pelutc with javelin aiucklng
GC3 Cavalryman, half-armour, spear and shield wearing

Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman, unarmoured, with spear and shield wearing

Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalryman half-armoured, ettic helmet with javelin

PERSIAN

PEI Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer
PE3 immortal attacking
PE4 infantryman carrying apear. shield end bow in cue
PES Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Immortal's shield and spear planted in ground
PE7 Unarmoured Infantry with spear, shield and bow in cue, in

reserve'

PES Infantryman with javelin
PEC3 Cavalryman, unarmourcd with bow In cue
PECB Clibanaris with tpear. shield and bow in cue. ermourcd

horse
PEC7 Camet Corps armoured with spear, shield and bow in case
S20 Persian Chariot and Crew

77p

ROMAN EMPIRE

RE! Tribune
RE2 Centurion
RE3 Signifer
REb Legionary attacking
RE7 Auxiliary with laatner armour, spear and shield
REB Siinger
REIO Asiatic armoured Archer
REC3 Cavalry armoured, spear end shield

ROMAN REPUBLIC

RRI Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR4 Princercs
RR5 Haicati
RR6 Triari
RR7 Veleti

RRCI Cavalry OfHcer
RRC2 Cavalryman
RRC3 Cavalry Standard Bearer

Mail Order: Add 15p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only

TEL. 01 - 427 - C387

9t annt? roaii.
Ijarroto.tnibbx.



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

AU3TERUT2 ICNA Z
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MOSKOVA r
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S.E.G.O.IVI.
of

PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbies
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

iV.-.O.*.'.-
' • • • •

GARDE

IHPERIALE

-  U"* t'eMPCRtUB

- A y NAPOLEON
- iXl AurndGJMENT
r  nESeAENAOIEAS

Giia

MICRO'

ARMOUR

NOW available;

GERMAN PARATROOPS 1940-1945

ALEXANDER THE GREAT,

GREEK INFANTRY

TIRANIAN ARCHERS

ALL £1.20 plus VAT

•J;2iJS5fiiLEi';!lfiii£l"AMJJa
ivricro ScELlemsEL^ 15.4:a,cr-o Battles!

From 43 pence per pack of five items - See the
full range of the original Micro-Armour at your

local hobby shop

Cantpatsn Colourai
Campaign Colours are a range of oil4>ound poster paints
especial ly developed for the modeller.

The colours have been selected to cover all types of
rncdeilmg. For the best finish, it is advisable to paint
the model flat white before applying colour. The paints
have been specially compounded to dry slowly enough
to permit blending and shading on the model, and can be
applied in a thin enough coat to avoid masking even the
finest detai l. The paint is non-toxic, light fast, and
dries to a matt finish. Some of the colours such as
Sky Blue and Orange tend to settle out after storing, they
can easily be remixed by srtaking or stirring.

Gold and Silver come m powder form and are best used
by first dipping the brush in Varnish Media and then into
the powder.

1 WHITE

2 BRITISH SCARLET

3 ORANGE

4 YELLOW

5 YELLOW OCHRE

b CHASSEUR GREEN

7 FRENCH BLUE

8 SKY BLUE

9 BROWN

10 BLACK

11 ROYAL BLUE

12 PRUSSIAN DRAGOON BLUE

13 RIFLE GREEN

14 FRENCH ARTILLERY GREEN

15 MILITARY GREY

16 CRIMSON

Plus 5 HORSE COLOURS.

17 FLESH

18 GOLD

19 SILVER

20 VARNISH MEDIA

21 FRENCH RED

22 CHESTNUT BROWN

23 BUCKSKIN BUFF

24 KHAKI

25 POLISH CRIMSON

26 TANK STEEL GREY

27 GRASS GREEN

28 SAND

29 GERMAN FIELD GREY

30 BRITISH DARK GREEN

31 U.S. OLIVE DRAB

32 GEMitAN RED BROWN

Standard Jars 14 pence;
Gold 21 pence; Media 9pence

Full Catalogue 50 pence (plus Spence postage)

neco bope Desigo, rzotYiBurzy^ norztViumBerzlanZ)^ a.k.



LAMMING MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET,

HULL HU3 IDA

Tel: 0482-26896

25mm. TOP QUALITY CASTINGS IN HIGH GRADE METAL

NAPOLEONICS, MEDIEVALS, ANCIENTS, VIKINGS.

BEAUTIFULLY DETAILED FIGURES OF CHARACTER FOR THE DISCRIMINATING

COLLECTOR, WAR GAMER AND MAKER OF DIORAMAS.

FOR LATEST CATALOGUE SEND I2jp P.O. (Not Stamps)

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR WATERLOO CHESS SET

TO ORDER IN CHROME AND BRONZE, GOLD AND SILVER, OR HAND PAINTED

mRj

\

mimim
mmmimwi

 Specialists in Metal ,
|| Military Miniatures W
)  103. WALSALL ROAD. ^
'  UCHFIELD. STAFFS.

Telephone Lichfield 53180

ARE YOU HAVING

DIFFICULTY

OBTAINING PLAKA PAINTS?

LOOK NO FURTHER, WE HAVE ONE OF THE
LARGESTSTOCKSOFTHISPAINT INTHE COUNTRY

FANTASTIC VALUE @ 25p PER loz JAR. LASTS AGES

11 Yellow 28 Deep Madder
15 Orange 32 Red Violet
18 Yellow Ochre 30 Blue
55 Dark Brown 36 Turquoise
52 Red Brown 44 Green

20a Flesh 47 Deep Green
24 Vermilion 1 White

22 Carmine 72 Grey

NEW LARGE SIZE JARS l^oz @ 37p. These will supersede the
loz Jars when stocks are exhausted.

BLACK 35 Deep Blue.

SILVER AND PALE GOLD @ 39p

Post/Packing, 1 jar lOp, 2 jars 15p, 3 jars 20p, 4 jars 25p,
5 jars 30p, 6 jars 40p, 12 jars 50p.

WHY NOT DROP US A LINE?

WHAT CAN

WE SAY?
First maybe we \ r. nco mubi^.a
Should show you how to find us...
Or maybe you find It kind of difficult to get to us (especially if
you are in Hong Kong, Brisbane or Alaska!). Well, don't fret, we
run a pretty good mail order service tool O.K. you say, so if we
get there or write, what have you got that's different? Well, how
about Valiant 54mm figures. Yes, all of them. Or maybe you're
looking for one of the best sources of scale paper models? You
just found it! Perhaps your thing is figures and A.F.V.'s in plastic
or metal in all shapes and sizes from the world's leading manufac
turers from 300th to 1/15th scale, O.K. you got it! Oh, and by the
way/you know those 700th and 1200th scale ships you never seem
to be able to find, well we have them all. As for those books on
Heraldry so you can paint those Lasset knights we stock, well forget
it, we have them as well.

We hope you have got the message. If It's a plastic or metal figure
from 30mm upwards, try us. If it's a ship kit in plastic or metal, try
us. If it's any kind of scale rriodel in paper, try us. If it's a reference
book on things Maritime, Military, general modelling or rules for
your wargame, try us. For your Avalon Hill war games as well. If
you prefer to collect painted figures or finished dioramas, try us,
you will find our standard exceptionally high.

^AG^

15 EXHIBITION ROAD.

LONDON, S.W.7

Tel: 01-584 2758

Hours: Monday to Saturday 10 a.m. - 6.30p.m. Sunday 2-5 p.m.



■2 EP C ll ftl a I I I please note: Minimum retail orders
Ww Wl# Ml Dnlak ■■ I !#■ less than £5 please add 5 per cent, for

61 WESTBURY STREET THORNABY ON TEES TEESSIDE postage.

NEW RELEASES FOR MAY 1975
Garrison 25mm

BRITISH FOOT
7B1 Line Officer.
7B2 Standard Bearer.
7B3 Drummer.
7B4 Line Inf. on guard.
7B5 Line Inf. high porte.
7B6 Line Inf. attack march.
7B7 N.C.O.
7B8 Grenadier on guard.
7B10 Grenadier attack march.

Seven Years War
BRITISH CAVALRY

7BC1 Regt. of Horse, Man.
7BC3 Regt. of Horse, Trumpeter.
7BC4 Dragoon.
7BC5 Dragoon Drummer.
7BC6 Dragoon Standard Bearer.
7BC10 Horse Grenadier.
7BC11 Officer, Horse or Dragoon.

HANOVER

Line Officer.
Standard Bearer.
Inf. Drummer.
Line inf. on guard.
Line Inf. high porte.

i  Line Inf. attack march.
Line Inf. N.C.O.

0 Grenadier, high porte.

Lasset 54mm - L879 Marine of the Guard - L880 French Yoltigeur in Coipack

USA
COULTER - BENNETT LTD.

12158 Hamlin Street,

North Hollywood,

California 91606

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

CANADA
UNICORN MINIATURES

Box 331

Richmond Hill,

Ontario

- FRANCE -
A R L O D S. A.

Modelisme

8 Place Des Victoires

75002 Paris

SOLDIER ON! I5mra METAL WARGAME FIGURES

SPANISH NAPOLEON ICS
INFMTRY 13p« per 5 figs#

SP.N 1 Valencia Light Inf,

SP.N 2 Line Inf. (1805-12)
SP.N 3 Patria Regiment.

8P.N 4 Infantiy.(after 1812)
SP.N 5 Orenadier.(1805-12)

Coming soon,

Spanish Cavalry, Austrian

Infantry.

P& P-ORDERS UP TO £2" 14p, £4" 18p , OVER £4-FREE
OVERSEAS (surface MAIl)20% OF ORDER TOTAL



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA

CORONET MINIATURES a New Range of Figures from Canada in 54mm.
C-BI Northwest Mounted Policeman. 1884. Winter Dress. £2.25
C-B2 Polish Winged Hussar (kit of 52 pieces) £2.55
C-B3 13th century Knight, choice of War or Tournament lance head, with

Helm or bareheaded £2.55
C-B4 13th century Squire £2.25
C-BS Pict. (55 BC) a.25
C-B6 French Foreign Legionnaire in Mexico (1863-67) with kepi or

bareheaded, separate Sombrero £2.25
C.B7 Yeoman of the Guard (1520) £2.25
ALL the above in kit form. V.A.T. to be added.

NEW 80mm FIGURES BY CHARLES STADDEN
CSI British Grenadier. 1750, throwing grenade
CS2 Private, Coldstream Guards, 1815 , .t ca/~u
CS3 Private. Scots Guards. 1830 ALL AT £2.S0 EACH
CS4 British 'Para', present day
CSS American Continental Line in Winter Dress (Buckskin Shirt) 1777
CS6 British Coldstream Guards, 1777

NEW from HISTOREX 741. Field Forge with four horse team and drivers £9-00.
FORGE only £3-35,742 LANCERS OF BERG 1809-1812 in short tailed jacket and
hungarian boots, I8I2-I8I3 in Kurtka and overalls, both periods Elite or Centre Co
available £1-65 each. 743 ARTILLERY ARTISANS 1804-1815. Master Artificer and
Artificer in full dress 90p each. Smith working at anvil. Assistant Smith operating
bellows. Artificer .carrying bucket and tools, pack of three only £|-B5. We carry a
large stock of Historex kits and hold one of the largest stocks ot spares in London
and Surrey. Catalogue 90p, post Bp, spares list free (send S.A.E.)

SERIES 77

Foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Camel and Rider £10. 54mm kits Foot
£1.70. New lists now available of all Series 77 products, send S.A.E.

Stage 15 ROMANS 1st CENTURY
Foot Figures

15/1 Eagle Bearer 15/4 Legionary 15/8 Officer
15/2 Hornist 15/5 Standard Bearer 15/9 Legionary
15/3 Standard Bearer 15/7 Centurion 15/1 1 Archer

Mounted Figures
15/6 Officer 15/10 Spearman

For 15/6 figure only standing horse available. 15/10 walking horse. 15/3, 15/4 and
15/8 are casual figures, all others marching.

TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1, French Musketeer
1665 90p, Landsknecht £1. Samurai £2.20. Mounted: I3c Knight £2.25, Byzantine
Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal Ney £2.25, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman £2.50.
NEW. Polish Winged Hussar £3.50. The Earl of Essex £3.50. Plains Indians £3.25.

MEN O' WAR complete stock, all figures in kits at £2.50 each.
LASSET-SANDERSON-CAMEO-GARRISON. All the Greenwood and Ball
range stocked. New catalogue just issued 45p, post lOp.

15/8 Officer
15/9 Legionary
15/1 1 Archer

PHOENIX
54 mm. (i/32nd Scale) Figures:
N3 Imperial Guard Lancer (Polish), 1815, (mounted) £3.00

'Napoleon Advancing*—Napoleon seated on sofa (FI4) with reclining lady
(Rl). complete set 1|4.40

RI2 Subaltern, Coldstream Guards 1815, Mess Dress, carrying hat and glovestiBl.32
RI3 Ditto with hands behind back £1.32
RI4 Senior Captain, Royal Navy 1800-1812, evening dress £1.32
RIS Capitaine or Chef de Bataillon, French Imperial Guard 1801-1815, in

Tenue de Societe, holding hat £1.32
RI6 Ditto arms akimbo (on hips) £1.32
Bl 'Adolf Hitler', 1940-45, standing, in long leather greatcoat and peaked cap £1.50
RI7 Hussar and Lady, dancing, 1815. (Set of two figures.) £2.96
RIS Cavalry Officer, casual dress, seated in writing position, circa 1815 £1.32
RI9 'Regency' period lady playing pianoforte (complete set) £3.93
'BYGONE AGE' series carriages
19th Century 'Hansom' cab (one horse required) £3.40
19th Century 'Royal Mail' coach (c. 1820), (four horses required) £5.94
Horses each £1.75
Victorian Street Barrel Organ £2.95
Complete Range stocked. Catalogue 40p (Post 8p)
HINCHLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures as they are
released. Current White List I Op (Post 5p). New Catalogue to be issued. See
HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue.

STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and mounted kits, also
90mm figures, 25p (post 5p), 30mm list I5p (post 5p). Prices 54mm foot £1.25,
mounted kits £2,00, 90mm figures £2.95, 30mm figures I5p foot, 60p mounted.
AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier, Bugle and
Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance, Valiant—Superior 90s and Little General. Figures are
coming and going ail the time so please place specific order and if we have in stock
we'll put on one side or order it for you. As from February we will issue a list of
American figures in stock. The list will be updated every two months and will cost
30p for 6 issues.
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by; Rose (Catalogue £1.00, post 5p). Ensign
Miniatures. Tamiya and Airfix.

SHOP HOURS FROM S
7th JAN '75 „-2

c-c
Wed-Thurs-Fri-Sat 9.15 to 6p.m. ©w
Sunday, 10.00 to 4.30 towht
CLOSED. Monday & Tuesday Wickham Rd
NO parking meters or yellow lines and -i 2 i
wardens to worry you. SSSiii
MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only, over £5 ■■ ^
free, add i5p for orders under £5. Overseas x
Mail (surface) add 20 per cent to order total. 00

isol
TomtT

Wickham Rd [Ami WICHMAM

•ass!^ «
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Skirmish Rules 1816-1900
In '81 when Virg, Morg, Wyatt and Doc met the Clantons and

McLoweries in the OK Corral, did you see the dust settle?

From the early Mountainmen heading west, up to the Wild

Bunch's raids from Hole in the Wal l , l ive again the legendary

deeds of the American frontier, only this way find how it real ly

was. Used with 54mm, 30mm or 25mm figures, these are the

personalised rules that let you tangle with the toughest and come

out on top. Percentages are used for al l the calculations and the

necessary 20-sided Percentage Dice are available from us.

Quite simply - the best set of individual rules around today,

with so much more to offer from the exploits of yesterday.

SKIRMISH WARGAMES

Available' now from: (Note our new prices)

SKIRMISH WARGAMES - Steve Curtis,
"THE LAZY B", 13 ST. DECUMAN ' S ROAD . WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OMR .

THE OLD WEST SKIRMISH WARGAME RULES, 1816-1900 .. price £1-50

20-sided PERCENTAGE DICE (for use with the rules) per pair, price 35p
Please note: American customers contact LOU ZOCOHI

at 1513 Newton Drive, Biloxi, Mississippi 39532, USA for the above



Specially Animated 54mm "Scotland Forever" Waterloo 1815.

(Chas. C. Stadden iVliniatures Reg.)

We at Tradition have been creating our internationally renowned miniatures for the most discriminating collectors of^
military figures for more years than we care to remember. Chas. C. Stadden, the world-famous master sculptor heads our
studio of skilled craftsmen, who today still rigorously maintain the very highest standards of quality and authenticity.

Our Stadden 30 mm; (I5p-60p unpainted), 54 mm - individually animated - (from £1-25 unpainted and £7-75 painted);
80 mm (£2-50 unpainted, £8-75 painted) and 90 mm (£2-95 unpainted, £8-75 painted) are all outstanding masterpieces of
incomparable workmanship.
Their spectacular display brings dioramas. War Games and mass presentations of practically any period vividly to life.

The special Tradition 25 mm figures will be of particular interest to all wargamers, who are invited to write for a separate
list. Books, paintings, plates, colouring instructions and many other items are also included in our services. Why not contact
Us for further details?

Alternatively you are welcome at any time to visit our extensive premises at 188 Piccadilly, where you may see complete
ranges of all our figures on view - also a vast assortment of militaria which are sure to
gladden the eye and quicken the pulse of every enthusiast.

So, whenever you're thinking of deploying more troops, remember: "Tradition has it "

90 m m Officer Hussars

British circa 1900 Officer Dragoon Guards
Officer Lancers

90 mm Officer Light Dragoons 1815
French Officer Hussars, Shako 1815
Officer Royal Horseguards 1815

188 Piccadilly, London, WIV 9DA.

Here is just a small select
ion from range currently
available on 90 mm

British Napoleonic
Wellington
Trooper Dragoon Guards
Officer Highland Regiment
Officer Line Infantry
Private Line Infantry
Officer Rifle Brigade
French Napoleonic
Napoleon
Grenadier of the Guard

Officer Lancer of theGuard

Trumpeter Lancer of the
Guard

Trumpeter Dragoon of the
Guard



GEORGE WASHINGTON.

THE HRST AMERICAN PRESIDENT
WHO COULDN'T TEU A UL

Airfix have made George Washington
the new subject of their 54mm. scale
Collectors series.

Immortalised by his confession to
fellinga cherry tree ('Father, I cannottella
lie'), George Washington was promoted to
Commander-in-Chief shortly after the
beginningofthe VWr of Independence in,
1775. He proved himself a brilliant and
courageous leader who, after some defe.ats.
many setbacks and much hardship, finally
led his army to victory.

Which leads us to another Airfix

model -TheAmericanSoldierofl775.
These soldiers wore many variations of
uniform and although George Washington
issued dress regulation orders, uniform
and equipment continued to vary due to
desperate shortages.

TheAirfixfigure representsan infantry-
•man dressed in one of ttie adopted dress
styles. He can either be modelled as an NCO
carryingthespontoon, or as a standard
bearer, with musket, tomahawk or sword.

The peace treaty was
eventually signed in France

And it was in France, thirty
two years later, The French
Cuirassier of 1815 arrived on the
scene-the subject of another

i* M Airfixfigure. He'satrooperbftheil m 7th regiment which joined with
^  BL the 12th to form the Travers
Brigadeand was instrumental in the
destruction of the Scots Greys at Waterloo, J

These detailed models come ^ m
complete with template tor
accLiratecuttingof belts, reins
and straps. Real 'musts' for
every serious military modeller.
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